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Developing software for distributed computing systems is challenging due to a

lack of effective methodologies and tools. In particular, because many errors in the

source code can be traced to errors in the requirements specification, it is especially

important to have effective verification techniques for this crucial stage. In this dis-

sertation, an approach to verification of object-oriented requirements specification

(OORS) in software development for distributed computing systems is presented. A

formal object-oriented requirements specification language is developed in which the

object-oriented concepts have been integrated to the formal state transition specifi-

cation without sacrificing the advantages of either. User-friendly graphical notations

are introduced to incorporate formal methods in the software development process.

In this approach, the requirements specification generated by object-oriented anal-

ysis is described using a formal specification language, which is transformed into

graphical notations. Then, the completeness and consistency of the requirements
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specification expressed in terms of the graphical notations is verified by comparing

it with the original requirements statement.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As VLSI and communication technologies advance, distributed computing sys-

tems become more cost effective for various applications. Developing software for

distributed computing systems is more challenging than for centralized computing

systems due to the additional complications of interprocessor communication, syn-

chronization, etc.[l, 2]. A distributed computing system can be considered as a

number of hardware processors with each processor having certain computing ca-

pability, and a number of communication links among processors. From a software

point of view, a distributed software system can be considered as a set of sequen-

tial processes with each process residing on a hardware processor. In turn, these

processes cooperate with one another to fulfill a system-wide task. Although the de-

velopment of these individual processes exhibits many of the common characteristics

shared by the development of sequential software for centralized computing systems,

the following characteristics of distributed system software are distinct and must be

addressed by any software development methodology, specially for such systems.

• The processes in a distributed software system can be executed in parallel.

• The processes in a distributed software system are able to cooperate with one

another to fulfill a system-wide task. The cooperation involves interprocess

communication and synchronization.

• Software components can be mapped into hardware resources by partitioning

and allocating software components based on the structure and performance

requirements of the system.

1
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Furthermore, distributed computing systems have the following major advantages

over centralized systems: 1) Their performance can be greatly improved by increas-

ing the parallel processing capability. 2) They can be made more fault tolerant due

to their distributed nature. 3) The system can be easily expanded.

Object-oriented software development [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] is rapidly gaining pop-

ularity. One reason for this is that the concept of classes and objects and the

organization of objects naturally reflect the structure of software systems, espe-

cially distributed computing applications. An object-oriented approach encourages

software engineers to work and think in terms of the application domain through

most of the software development cycle. Its greatest benefits come from helping

developers express abstract concepts clearly and communicate with customers.

Object-oriented analysis (OOA) [8, 9, 10] is the process of generating an object-

oriented requirements specification (OORS) from the requirements statements in a

natural language to support object-oriented software development. It starts from

requirements statements and is concerned with devising a detailed, concise, under-

standable, and valid model of the real-world. The successful analysis model states

what must be done, without restricting how it is done, and thereby avoids imple-

mentation decisions. The goal of this kind of analysis is to understand the problem

as a preparation for design.

Since distributed computing systems are used in a wide variety of critical ap-

plications, these systems must be reliable. Insuring this reliability has become a

very important problem. Verification is an essential part in the overall software

life cycle. It is closely tied to the individual developmental steps. Verification is

defined [11] as the comparison at each stage of the software life cycle to determine

that there has been a correct translation of that stage into the next one. Each ver-

ification activity applies techniques which have proved effective in detecting errors
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commonly made in that step of the development process. After the requirements

specification has been established, verification must check its adequacy in fulfilling

what is stated in the requirements statements. After the design phase, verification

addresses the adequacy of the software design in meeting the software requirements

specification. Likewise, after coding, verification checks the compliance of the coded

software with the design. The verification executed in each phase of the software

development must assure that the software requirements specification is translated

in the design expressed in the software design description and further in the code.

This should include compliance with any standards or codes of practice which have

been adopted [11]. The overall verification process determines whether the software

behaves in accordance with its requirements specification. The requirements verifi-

cation ensures that the software is ready to proceed into design with a high degree of

confidence. Verification of the requirements specification against the requirements

statements is necessary to avoid an incorrect interpretation of the requirements

statements by the system designers. Such an eventuality would be dangerous be-

cause it could lead to common mode failure in the final system. Considering that

many errors found in the source code stem from inconsistent or incomplete require-

ments specification, the requirements verification is very important in developing

reliable software for a distributed computing environment [12].

In this dissertation, a verification approach to object-oriented requirements spec-

ification in software development for distributed computing systems is presented.

The approach is based on an integration of formal specification methods and graphi-

cal representations. Formal specification techniques are generally beneficial because

a formal language makes specifications more concise and explicit. These techniques

help us acquire greater insights into the system design, dispel ambiguities, and
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maintain abstraction levels. The user-friendly graphical notations are widely ac-

cepted by practitioners. Hence, viable strategies for incorporating formal methods

in the software development process are needed to facilitate a better understanding

of these methods in real-world software development.

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background of this

research, such as object-oriented analysis techniques, distributed computing sys-

tems, software development framework, and related works. Chapter 3 presents

overall steps of our approach to the verification of object-oriented requirements

specification in software development for distributed computing systems. Chapter

4 presents an overview of the formal object-oriented specification language. First,

its syntax and semantics are briefly summarized; then, characteristics of the object-

oriented and state transition specification are explained. Second, the procedure for

producing a formal object-oriented specification from the object model [8], which

provides the static structure among classes, and the dynamic model [8], which rep-

resents the behavior of the system, are provided. Chapter 5 presents the structures

of each graphical notation and processes for building the graphical notations from

the formal specification. Each graphical notation represents a different aspect of a

system. An inheritance graph describes the inheritance relationships among classes.

An information tree describes the static characteristics of classes and relationships

among classes, such as associations, aggregations, and method invocations. A tran-

sition trace table represents all dynamic behavior of a system with an ordered list

of transitions between different objects assigned to columns in a table. Chapter

6 explains a verification technique for checking the consistency and completeness

between requirements statements and object-oriented requirements specification de-

scribed by object and dynamic models are explained. Chapter 7 illustrates our re-

quirements verification approach with an automated teller machine (ATM) system
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example. Finally, Chapter 8 contains some concluding remarks and recommenda-

tions for future research.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Object-Oriented Analysis Techniques

Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA) is rapidly gaining in popularity, promising to

provide a more understandable specification and better support for object-oriented

design and implementation. A systematic approach to OOA includes static model-

ing to specify the objects, classes, and their various relationships; dynamic modeling

to specify class states, state transitions, class behavior and object interaction; man-

aging specification complexity through the use of views or subjects; and the inclusion

of system constraints and error handling.

In this section, the existing object-oriented analysis and design methodologies

will be summarized.

2.1.1 Booch's Approach

Booch diagrams [3, 13, 14] are the earliest attempt to model object-oriented de-

velopment graphically. The work was originally designed for implementation using

Ada [15] as the programming language. Hence a significant portion of the notation is

implementation specific and closely related to the features of Ada. Users of Booch

diagrams may find themselves using an Ada tool rather than an object-oriented

tool. Object-oriented concepts are not covered by Booch diagrams completely. For

example, overloading and polymorphism are defined in an implicit way. Generic

classes exist only as a notation and there is no recommendation concerning their

instantiation.

Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the Booch process. Booch acknowledges that

analysis and design cannot proceed in isolation, and advocates a piecemeal approach;

6
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Identify classes

and objects

J

Identify semantics of

classes and objects

Identify relationships between

classes and objects

Implement
classes and objects

Figure 2.1. Booch: Process overview.

which allows us to keep improving the design until we are satisfied. Booch calls this

"round trip gestalt design" and suggests this is the foundation of object-oriented

development. Thus the Booch process is descriptive (saying what we may do) rather

than prescriptive (saying what we should do) [16].

The first step is to identify the objects and classes that form part of the system.

Then the interface for classes is constructed (this is "identifying the semantics")

followed by finding relationships between the classes. The discovery of relationships

may cause new interfaces to be added, so these two steps are iterated until a satis-

factory state is obtained. The implementation stage decides on the representation

of class internals (attributes and behavior); this in turn may result in having to

apply the entire process to the behavior of a single class.
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2.1.2 Object Modeling Technique

Object Modeling Technique (OMT) is proposed by Rumbaugh et al. [8, 17].

Figure 2.2 presents an overview of the OMT process. It is divided into three phases:

analysis, which is concerned with modeling the real world; design, which decides

on subsystems and overall architecture; and implementation, which encodes the

design in a programming language. OMT suggests that an object-oriented system

should be analyzed and designed using three models. Extended entity-relationship

diagrams are used for the object model, state-transition diagrams for the dynamic

model, and data flow diagrams for the functional model. It is known to have the

most user-friendly notations and concepts among various object-oriented methods.

The notations are sufficiently general so that they can be used easily by experienced

users of the structured methodologies. Implementation techniques using object-

oriented languages, non-object-oriented languages as well as relational databases

have been proposed [8].

The analysis process concentrates on modeling the world. This method gives ad-

vice on identifying appropriate classes and associations between them. Attributes

are added as necessary. The object model is refined using inheritance. The dynamic

model is built by considering the events coming into the system and its responses;

these are formalized with the state diagram. The functional model is then built

by examining input and output values which are parameters of events and show-

ing dependencies using a data-flow diagram; this process may uncover additional,

internal, values.

As with any realistic development process, OMT analysis is iterative. The func-

tional model can reveal extra objects and methods that have to be incorporated into

the other two models. All three models should be compared with the requirements.
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Implementation

Figure 2.2. Object Modeling Technique: Process overview.

The analysis phase is completed when all the models are consistent and capture all

the requirements.

2.1.3 Coad and Yourdon's OOA

Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA) and Object-Oriented Design (OOD) have been

developed by Coad and Yourdon [10, 18]. The OOA model is divided into 5 layers:

subjects, objects, structure, attributes and services. The subject layer controls the

part of the model visualized by a user at a certain point in time. The object layer

is represented by an Object Diagram, where a box is used to specify an object and

the set of related attributes. Details of the attributes are given in the attribute

layer in the form of a data dictionary. The structure layer specifies the relationships

among objects, including generalization/specialization relationships (inheritance),

whole/part relationships and instance connections. The service layer defines the
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methods in the objects. All the layers are conglomerated into an "object diagram",

since Coad and Yourdon propose that it is easier for users to learn only one type of

diagram. However, their object diagram is in fact an overlay of data flow diagrams

and extended entity-relationship diagrams, and may lead the user into unnecessary

and confusing details in large systems [19].

2.1.4 Shlaer and Mellor's 00

A

The Shlaer and Mellor technique [9] is based on data aspects of the problem.

As presented [9], the 00A method is described in three steps: information models,

state models, and process models.

Information Models

This step is a form of entity relationship (ER) modeling [20] common to many

structured methods. It concerns identifying the entities relevant to a problem,

modeled as objects, whose characteristics are described by attributes. Associations

between objects are described by relationships which are formalized by referential

attributes.

Objects, attributes, and relationships are depicted graphically on an Informa-

tion Structure Diagram (ISD). Accompanying textual descriptions are provided

in the equivalent of a data dictionary.

State Models

The second step involves describing the dynamic behavior of objects and rela-

tionships over time. For objects with dynamic behavior (that is, active objects), a

State Transition Diagram (STD) is produced.

Transitions between behavior states are caused by the receipt of events which

may represent external inputs or communication from another active object. The
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entirety of event communication between objects in a model is depicted on an Ob-

ject Communication Diagram (OCM). Note that all event communication in

00A is asynchronous.

Actions describe the activity or processing associated with completing a transi-

tion to a state, e.g. generating events to other objects or entities external to the

model. Actions therefore embody the functionality of the model (within the STD

framework).

Note that to disambiguate information state from behavior state we refer to this

complete second step as state transition modeling.

Process Models

The final step of the method concerns refining the action descriptions of the pre-

vious step. The aim is to identify fundamental, reusable processes (each associated

with a particular object) that can be combined to produce the complete effects of

the actions.

Complex actions are represented graphically by a form of data flow diagram, the

Action Data Flow Diagram (ADFD). ADFDs are used to identify the processes

required by actions and how the processes may be combined. Non-trivial processes

are given a process description, e.g. a piece of pseudo-code.

The Object Access Model (0AM) is a graphical representation of the pro-

cesses belonging to objects which are invoked by other objects. It is akin to the

OCM except that the 0AM depicts synchronous rather than asynchronous commu-

nication.

2.1.5 Object-Oriented Structured Design

Object-Oriented Structured Design (OOSD) is a graphical tool proposed by

Wasserman and coworkers [21, 22, 23] and is a combination of Booch diagrams [3],
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Buhr diagrams [24] and Yourdon structure charts [25]. OOSD supports most of the

object-oriented concepts. It is independent of any language, but can be augmented

with language features, such as Ada guards, to facilitate implementation. A use for

this tool in analysis and design has yet to be developed.

2.1.6 Others

Data flow diagrams [26, 27] and structure charts [28, 29] are standard graphic

tools for structured analysis and design. Ward and Mellor [30] and Yourdon [25]

have modified the data flow diagrams by adding control couples for real-time appli-

cations. They have also added entity-relationship diagrams [31] and state-transition

diagrams [32]. Additionally, Jackson System Development (JSD) [33, 34] and Struc-

tured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology (SSADM) [35, 36] are other schools

in structured analysis and design more popular in the UK. JSD emphasizes entity

structures rather than data flows in the initial analysis phase, whereas SSADM em-

phasizes both. In spite of differences in emphases and symbols, the essence behind

the graphical notations are quite similar to those of the Yourdon school.

There have been structured analysis methodologies already proposed [37, 38,

39] that have included object-oriented considerations. But, most of these object-

oriented properties are largely implicit and obscure at best, and appear to be after-

thoughts.

Other proposals include General Object-Oriented Software Development (GOOD)

[40], Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design (HOOD) [41, 42], Object-Oriented System

Analysis (OOSA) [43], and the notations of Henderson- Sellers [19] and Wirfs-Brock

et al. [44].
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2.2 Our Software Development Framework for Autonomous Decentralized System

Owing to the rapid development of computer and communication technologies,

distributed computing systems are used widely in various areas of applications [1].

Most of those applications are directly related to our dynamic and expanding human

society. There is also an emerging demand for a computing system based on newly

developing technologies. In some application areas, it is essential that the system

operates continuously in spite of partial system failures, expansions and mainte-

nance [45]. In order to satisfy these requirements, the computing systems must be

reliable, adaptable, and expandable. Therefore, these kinds of distributed systems

should not only have the fault-tolerance capability, but also on-line expansion and

on-line maintenance properties. However, it is difficult to attain these on-line prop-

erties in a distributed computing system through conventional techniques, which

were developed for the centralized system concept. In order to have these proper-

ties, the Autonomous Decentralized System (ADS), which is composed of largely

autonomous and decentralized components with the capabilities of on-line expan-

sion, fault-tolerance, and on-line maintenance, has been developed [46, 47]. ADSs

have been applied in several areas, such as the steel production control systems

and train traffic control. In order to effectively utilize ADSs, effective application

software development methodologies are needed [4, 6]. Because the object-oriented

paradigm reflects the distributed structure of the problem space and is suitable

for representing inherently concurrent behavior, it is suitable to support the soft-

ware development for large scale distributed computing systems, like ADSs. We

have developed an object-oriented computation model [4] and software development

framework [6] for ADSs based on the computation model.
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In this section, I will present an object-oriented software development framework

for ADSs based on an object-oriented computation model. Our framework consists

of object-oriented requirements analysis, system design, implementation, allocation,

verification and maintenance.

2.2.1 Overview of ADS

In this section, I will give an overview of the ADS including its conceptual

foundations, software structure, etc.

ADS Concept

The ADS concept is bcised on a biological analogy and incorporates the view that

a system almost always has faulty parts and undergoes modifications [45, 48, 49].

This allows for the presence of partially damaged components in the system. Ihara

and Mori [46] defined it mathematically utilizing concepts from control theory.

Definition 2.2.1 Subsystem

A subsystem Sb is a distributed computing system unit which includes a separate

hardware processor with its own system software and application software in that

processor.

The ADS Sada consists of a set of subsystems, i.e., Sb G Sads- Each subsys-

tem serves to control some part of the whole system's functions. This entails that

the whole system's functions are performed by the integration of each distributed

subsystem's operation. Each subsystem has responsibility for controlling its own

computing process.

Definition 2.2.2 Autonomous controllability

The system has autonomous controllability if the following condition is satisfied:

If any subsystem fails, the other subsystems can continue to manage themselves.
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Autonomous controllability means that each subsystem is self-controllable and

can control its own area without regard to other subsystems' conditions.

Definition 2.2.3 Autonomous coordinability

The system has autonomous coordinability if the following condition is satisfied:

If any subsystem fails, the other subsystems can coordinate their individual objectives

among themselves.

This states that a system's reliability is kept by process continuity when any

subsystem fails, i.e., the other subsystem can coordinate their individual objectives

among themselves.

Definition 2.2.4 Autonomous Decentralized System

A system is called an autonomous decentralized system if it has two autonomous

properties — autonomous controllability and autonomous coordinability.

An ADS system consists of a set of distributed software subsystems. The soft-

ware subsystem includes system software modules (subsystem software) and appli-

cation software modules.

In order to constitute an autonomous decentralized software system, each sub-

system software residing in a distributed processor is required to satisfy the following

conditions [48]:

a) uniformity

b) equality

c) locality

In the ADS, each subsystem software must be uniform. The subsystem soft-

ware can manage its own application software modules without being dependent
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on the other subsystem software functions. Even if the subsystem software in some

processors stop operation, the other subsystems' software can continue operation.

There is no master-slave relation among the software of the subsystems. Every

subsystem software can manage its own application software modules without being

directed by or giving directions to the other subsystem software. This condition

assures that each subsystem software can continue its operation even if the other

subsystem software functions fail. Each subsystem software must be able to manage

its own application software and itself, as well as coordinate with other subsystems'

software based only on local information.

ADS Software Structure

It is difficult to satisfy the above three conditions based on the conventional

software structure and its management technique. On the other hand, with the

autonomous decentralized software structure [48], these three conditions are suc-

cessfully satisfied.

The basic feature introduced in the Autonomous Decentralized Software Struc-

ture is the Data Field (DF) where the data circulate among the modules in the

software subsystem [46]. In the DF, each message has a content code that indicates

its meaning. The software module broadcasts a message with the content code into

the DF, and then determines whether or not to receive the message on the basis

of the content code. The communication between software modules is locationally

transparent and one-way directional. Any module can communicate with any other

module connected to the DF. Every software module in the subsystem software and

the application software is a functional unit that receives data from the DF and

sends out data into the DF.
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DF

DF management

module

Excution manage-

ment module

Built-in tester

module

Application

module 1

ADF

3

Data consistency

management

module

Construction ma

nagement module

Application

module n

Application

module i

Figure 2.3. Modular software structure in a software subsystem.

(Taken from Mori et al [48] page 1058)

The subsystem software consists of the following modules: a DF management

module, an execution management module, a built-in tester module, a construction

management module and a data consistency management module. The DF man-

agement module receives messages from the DF or sends (broadcasts) messages to

the DF. It updates a table that includes the relationship between the application

software module in the software subsystem and the content codes necessary to exe-

cute the application software module. The execution management module monitors
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the table. This table is called the atom data field (ADF). An atom consists a com-

bination of subsystem software modules and application software modules in each

processor. As soon as all the necessary data for the application software module are

received in the table by the DF management module, the execution management

module drives the application software module. The built-in tester module tests

application software. The construction management module supports application

software loading and expansion. The data consistency management module checks

the replicated data received from duplicated modules and selects the correct one.

This data consistency management module also supports the fault-tolerance of the

ADS. The application software of an ADS consists of modules that execute their

tasks independently. Each application module is controlled by the system software

modules that reside in the same processor. In Figure 2.3, an example of the modular

structure of each software subsystem for an ADS is shown.

2.2.2 Object-Oriented Computation Model

Before I present our software development framework, I will briefly summarize

the computation model [4] which forms its basis.

The computation model is based on the object-oriented concept and supports

on-line expandability and on-line modifiabihty at the application software level.

In the computation model, ADS software is represented as a set of modules. Each

module has its own control thread, object base, interface base, and base management

mechanism (BMM). An object base contains instances of object classes defined in

the module. The objects in the object base of a module are called the local objects

of this module, and while those in the object bases of other modules are called

the remote objects of this module. An interface base contains the object methods

and the object names to which these methods belong. There are two types of
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interface: an import interface and an export interface. The import interface is a list

of methods in other objects which it involves. The export interface is a list of own

methods invoked by other objects. The BMM provides functions used to modify

the object base and interface base dynamically to support on-line features.

The following axe major features of the computation model:

• classes and objects used as bases of software development

• a two level encapsulation: module level and object level

• a guard statement for synchronization between modules

• an asynchronous remote object method invocation and synchronous local ob-

ject method invocation

• a preservation of serialization in remote method invocations

• asynchronous remote communication control information in the content of

communication

• full logical location transparency achieved by the location mechanism to de-

termine the local object method invocation and the remote object method

invocation

• exception handling to support retry, ignore, wait and time-out

• on-line expandability and on-line modifiability achieved by the BMM to mod-

ify the object base and interface base dynamically
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2.2.3 Our Framework

Our framework has the following phases [6]: object-oriented requirements anal-

ysis, system design, implementation, allocation, verification and maintenance. The

framework for software development for the ADS is shown in Figure 2.4.

We start the ADS software development with a set of requirements statements,

which is transformed into the object model and dynamic model using object-oriented

requirements analysis (OORA) technique. Our OORA technique is an extension of

Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [8]. The OMT is based on constructing two

visual projections of the system, called the object model and the dynamic model.

The object model shows classes and their structures derived from the knowledge

about application domain and the requirement statements. The dynamic model

shows a finite-state machine model for each class in the object model. The object

model and dynamic model are represented by the module description in Design

Description Language (DDL) [4] in the system design phase. Then, each module

design in DDL is implemented in C-|—|- and allocated to processors. Throughout

the implementation process, the results of each phase are verified. Maintenance

techniques can be applied to manage the ADS application software. While we

discuss the overall framework for the software development for ADS, our focus will

be on the requirements analysis, verification, system design and the CASE tools

supporting these phases.

2.2.4 Object-Oriented Requirements Analvsis

To generate a precise, concise, understandable and correct model of a real-world

application problem, we must examine its requirements, analyze their implications

and restate them rigorously [6]. The analysis model consists of the object and

dynamic models.
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The object model can be constructed as follows [6]:

1. identify object classes from the requirement statements.

2. identify associations between classes.

3. identify object attributes.

4. organize classes using inheritance to share common structure.

We iterate the above steps until the object model is correct. Finally, we apply

top-down and/or bottom-up approaches to build our hierarchical object model.

In real-world applications, software systems have a substantial number of object

classes and associations. To accommodate this fact, we developed a hierarchy to

"layer" the object model as follows:

After identifying object classes and associations, we group the classes using the

following bottom-up guidelines:

• Tightly-coupled classes which frequently communicate with each other are

grouped together.

• Each association should generally be shown on a single screen, but some classes

must be shown more than once to connect different sheets.

• An attempt should be made to minimize the number of bridge classes, i.e.,

those classes which form the bridge between two screens or subjects (which

are logical constructs for grouping classes). An efficient way to accomplish

this is to look for cut points among the classes. A cut point is a class that

is the sole connection between two disconnected paths of the object diagram.

Such a class forms a better bridge between two sheets or subjects.
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• A star pattern is frequently useful for organizing subjects. A single core sub-

ject contains the top-level structure of high-level classes. Other subjects ex-

pand each high-level class into a generalization hierarchy and add associations

to additional low-level classes.

Because it is not realistic to apply an existing OORA approach directly to large

and complex systems due to the complexity of the problem statement itself, we use

the following top-down approach:

1. Identify the core activity areas of the system which require analysis, and

provide a basis for work partitioning and paralleling development. Domain

knowledge plays an important role in identifying these areas.

2. Divide the problem statements according to the core areas identified in the

above step.

3. Apply our OORA approach to each of the core activity areas to generate the

object and dynamic models for each area.

In most existing OORA methodologies, the results of the requirements analysis

only concern static information such as class definitions, hierarchies, and relation-

ships among classes. However, for distributed computing systems like ADS, more

information, such as communication behavior, persistency of objects and role of ob-

jects, are needed in the requirements analysis phase and must be made available to

the design phase. The dynamic model in [8] using a state transition diagram (STD)

is not suitable for representing communication and checking consistency. We have

developed a new dynamic model to enhance the original STD. It can be constructed

as follows [6]:
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1. prepare scenarios.

We prepare the scenarios for typical interaction sequences. These scenar-

ios show the major interactions, external display formats and information

exchanges. The approach to constructing the dynamic model by scenarios

ensures that important steps are not overlooked and that the overall flow of

the interaction is smooth and correct.

2. construct event trace for each scenario.

An event trace is an ordered list of events between objects. The scenarios are

examined to identify all external events including all signals, inputs, decisions,

interrupts, transitions and actions.

3. build an STD based on event trace.

This starts with the event trace diagrams that affect the class being modeled.

Every scenario or event trace corresponds to a path through the STD. Each

branch in the control flow is represented by a state with more than one exit

transition.

4. Verify consistency.

Check for the completeness and consistency at the system level. Every event

should have a sender and a receiver. Make sure that corresponding events on

different STDs are consistent.

2.2.5 System Design

During the system design, we determine the structure of the system, which

provides the context for more detailed decisions made in later design stages. By

making high-level decisions for the entire system, the system designer partitions

the problem into modules so that further work can be done by several designers
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working independently on different modules [50]. In our computation model, ADS

software is represented as a set of modules, and each module has its own control

thread, a number of local objects and interfaces including import interface and

export interface. Based on this structure, we derive the following procedure for the

system design:

1. Identify all objects and all inter-object communication from the requirement

statements, object model and dynamic model. At the requirements analysis

phase, we focused on classes rather than objects. However, individual objects

which play different roles in the system and their communication behavior

should be identified at the system design phase.

2. Cluster the objects into modules. Based on our computation model, a module

is not an object nor a function, but a package of objects, associations, oper-

ations, events and constraints that are interrelated and include a reasonably

well-defined interface with other modules. The formation of the modules or

the clustering of objects and related items directly influences the performance

of the system being developed. A good bottom-up clustering algorithm will es-

tablish a modular design which will reduce inter-module communication cost,

exploit potential concurrency among objects, and achieve fault-tolerance and

reliability. For this purpose we use a clustering algorithm to systematically

group the objects into modules according to a given set of criteria: minimizing

communication, exploiting concurrency, functionality and user constraints.

3. Identify the control thread of each module. A control thread is a path through

a set of state diagrams in which only a single object at a time is active. In

our computation model, each module has only one control thread constructing
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its own body, in which objects are initiated and the process activities of the

module axe defined.

4. Describe each module using DDL [4] defined in our computation model. Our

DDL is used to represent software design for ADSs. The DDL representation

of the software design reduces the gap between system design and implemen-

tation.

5. Decide boundary conditions. The boundary conditions, such as initialization,

termination and failure, must be taken care of during system design. Constant

data, parameters, global variables, tasks and others need to be initialized. In

ADS software, content code [48] should be set for each module. On termina-

tion, internal objects can simply be abandoned, and each task must release

any external resources it had reserved. In case of failure, a plan must be de-

veloped for orderly failure, as well as graceful exit on fatal bugs by leaving

the remaining environment as clean as possible and recording or printing as

much information about the failure as possible before terminating. Exception

handling techniques for behaviors like retry, ignore, wait and time out are

being developed in accordance with our computation model.

2.2.6 Implementation and Allocation

In our framework, coding is done using C-t—t- programming language [51, 52, 53]

with ADS constructs, such as invocation, receivejresult, guard statement, etc., which

are based on our computation model. The advantages of using ADS constructs are

that the programmer will not have to be bothered by the synchronization, com-

munication and/or location of processors. The ADS constructs can be translated

automatically into C-f -f by a control mechanism in our computation model.
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After the implementation, the modules must be allocated to processors in the

ADS system. For the module allocation, we use the criteria of minimizing communi-

cation and balancing the load among the subsystems that constitute the distributed

system [5]. Our module allocation algorithm is heuristic and suitable for allocating

modules onto a distributed system whose subsystems are connected in the form of

a Local Area Network (LAN) and communicating by means of broadcasting such as

ADS. In this algorithm we try to achieve load balancing and minimize the commu-

nication thereby attempting to increase the concurrency. The algorithm includes

fault tolerance aspects such as duplication, that is, no two duplicated modules are

allocated to the same subsystem since this would defeat the purpose of duplication.

Our approach also allows the user to specify constraints in allocation such as the

allocation of a particular module to a specific subsystem.

2.2.7 CASE Environment

We have developed a CASE environment to aid the system analysts in generat-

ing the object and dynamic models from the given software requirements according

to our OORA approach, and to aid the system developer in designing the system

architecture according to our system design approach. This CASE environment

includes the following components: a generic drawing editor using Graphical User

Interface (GUI), two levels of integration, such as common user interface and trans-

ferability of data among all the tools in the environment, constraint maintenance

which checks the connectivity between components, error checking, and automation

of output generation from the CASE tools for OORA and for system design

Our goal is to provide a CASE environment for ADS application software devel-

opment as shown in Figure 2.5, where two levels of integration are supported. The

first level is the common user interface. Commands and tools are accessed uniformly
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in both the tools for OORA, such eis the object modeling tool, dynamic modeling

tool and event trace editor, and for system design, such as the object communi-

cation modeling tool and module modeling tool. The next level of integration is

the transferability of data between the tools, which is another kind of bridge. The

CASE tools need to communicate with each other in order to retrieve information

and check consistency. For example, the CASE tools for the system design may

need information from the CASE tools for OORA, such as class definitions and

communication behavior.

The design of our CASE tool is based on the framework of Unidraw [54]. These

tools are running on X windows [55] and written in C-|-+ [51, 52, 53]. We also

used some objects from the object-oriented graphical toolkit Interviews [56], such

as dialog boxes, text editor and structured graphics.

The object modeling tool consists of a viewer, a pull-down menu containing

controls for executing specific commands, controls for engaging the current tool,

a panner for panning and zooming the viewer and state variable views that dis-

play the values of state variables maintained by the object modeling tool. A state

variable includes the name of the object model and modification status. The user

engages the current tool by clicking on the appropriate control on the tool's left

edge. The dynamic modeling tool is very similar to the object modeling tool. It

also consists of state variable views, pull-down menu, viewer and panner. We can

build the components of the dynamic model, such as state, event, class and tran-

sition, and manipulate components, such as move and select using this tool. In

the implementation phase, our computation model provides language constructs for

ADS software that control communication, synchronization and other ADS prop-

erties. These ADS constructs are translated into C-|--|- by a preprocessor. The

preprocessor scans the ADS application modules, checks the syntax according to
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the syntax defined by the computation model and generates source code. The al-

location algorithm has been implemented under a X window environment. The

algorithm consists of three main procedures: Cluster, Spillover and Update^Load.

The procedure Cluster clusters two nodes to form a compound node. This is done

by merging the two nodes, a pivot and a non-pivot node. The procedure Spillover

is for achieving load balancing. It checks whether a module can be safely allocated

to a subsystem. Each time an allocation is performed, the load on the subsystem is

updated by a call to the procedure UpdateJoad. Finally, we are going to construct

CASE environment tools and an integrated comprehensive set of services to support

software development for distributed computing systems.

2.3 Related Work

Many techniques have been developed to help analysts verify the requirements

specification such as Petri nets [57], and formal methods including temporal logic

[58, 59], Z [60], VDM [61], and others. Most of these techniques require that a proof

be constructed in order to show that the requirements specification actually meets

its requirements statements. The petri net is a powerful and rigorous formalism to

describe the requirements specification for distributed computing systems, and has

received growing attention due to its graphical expressiveness and the possibilities

of carrying out the general verification. Berthmomieu and Diaz [62] developed a

method which allowed one to formally verify a time dependent system using Timed

Petri Nets. Their method is related to the reachability analysis method. However,

the petri net has fimitations such that 1) it could be used to simulate specifications,

but not to prove their properties, and 2) it is difficult to manage the complexity of

the system. In formal methods [58, 60, 61], the proof is constructed using various

axioms and inferences rules such as temporal logic to show that a requirements
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specification meets its requirements statements. Unlike natural languages, each for-

mal method has a precise syntax and semantics. Each formal method achieves 1)

completeness by eliminating arbitrary assumptions or undefined concepts, 2) consis-

tency by emphasizing contradictions present in the requirements specification, and

3) unambiguity by avoiding unclear function definitions. However, it also has limi-

tations in the requirements verification. The requirements specification in a formal

method is too rigorous and lacks a user interface. Because of these disadvantages,

it is not appropriate to compare requirements statements written in a natural lan-

guage with the formal requirements specification. Gerber and Lee [63] and Fidge

[64] showed approaches which verified real-time properties from the requirements

specification. However, their approaches presented verification for real-time sys-

tems, not for distributed computing systems. In addition, these approaches are not

suitable for supporting verification for distributed computing systems.

Although much research in requirements verification has been done [58, 62, 63,

64], the verification of OORS for distributed computing systems has not been stud-

ied. In order to realize the full potential of object-oriented software development,

we need to develop an effective verification approach for OORS.

2.4 Contributions of the Dissertation

In developing a verification approach to object-oriented requirements specifica-

tion in software development for distributed computing systems, this dissertation

makes the following contributions:

• I can contribute to the development of reliable software for distributed com-

puting systems. Considering that many errors in software stem from errors in

the requirements statements, this approach can reduce software development
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cost by identifying potential problems at the requirements analysis phase of

the software development cycle.

In our formal object-oriented requirements specification language, the object-

oriented concepts have been integrated to the formal state transition specifi-

cation without sacrificing the advantages of either. Additionally, our language

offers the following advantages: 1) It supports an abstract data type and the

inheritance mechanism. In order to fully support an object-orientation, it can

specify the inheritance relationship among classes. It allows single and mul-

tiple inheritances. 2) The attributes of a class are generic with their given

types as parameters. 3) The behaviors of the system are represented by the

state transition specification axiomatically. The state transition specification

describes the change of states, the input that triggers the transition and the

output with which the system responds. Each transition may have a guard

which is a predicate.

User-friendly graphical notations, i.e., inheritance graph, information tree and

transition trace table, have been developed. Utilizing these graphical nota-

tions will facilitate the use of formal methods in real-world software devel-

opment projects. The inheritance graph has a tree structure which contains

only classes and represents the inheritance relationship among classes. The

information tree is a tree which describes the static characteristics of classes

and relationships among classes. It represents the classes, associations and ag-

gregations among classes, as well as the methods and attributes of each class.

The transition trace table describes an ordered list of transitions between dif-

ferent objects assigned to columns in a table. By scanning a particular column

in the trace, we can see the transitions that directly affect a particular object.
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Transformation procedures which ensure that there is an exact translation

from formal specification to graphical notations have been developed.

• An approach to verify the consistency and completeness between requirements

statements written in natural language and object-oriented requirements spec-

ification has been developed. It is a two-way approach: top-down and bottom-

up. The top-down approach proceeds from the original requirements state-

ments and checks the consistency of each requirements statement with the

information in the graphical notations. In the bottom-up approach, the con-

sistency of information in the graphical notations is checked by comparing it

with the original requirements statements. We repeat the above steps for all

information to verify the completeness of the OORS.
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OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

In this approach, the verification of requirements specification is done by check-

ing the completeness and consistency between the requirements statements in a nat-

ural language and the Object-Oriented Requirements Specification (OORS), which

is expressed in terms of the object model [8] and dynamic model [8] generated by

Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA). To do so, the OORS is transformed into a for-

mal specification using a formal specification language, which is then transformed

to graphic notations called the inheritance graph, information tree and transition

trace table. Then the completeness and consistency of the requirements specifica-

tion is verified by comparing the information in the graphical notations with the

given requirements statements in the natural language. Our overall approach can

be depicted as shown in Figure 3.1.

The input of our approach is 1) OORS expressed in terms of the object model

and dynamic model, and 2) the requirements statements in the natural language

given by the client. The object model is the static model which specifies the objects,

classes, and their various relationships. It is represented by the object diagrams with

classes and their structure, both being derived from the given requirements state-

ments and domain knowledge. It can be generated by identifying object classes, as-

sociations between classes, attributes and inheritance. The dynamic model specifies

class states, state transitions, class behavior and objects interaction. The dynamic

model is represented graphically with the state diagrams. Each state diagram shows

the state and event sequences in a system for one class of objects. Each model de-

scribes one aspect of the system, but contains references to the other models. The

34
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object model describes the data structure that the dynamic model operates on. The

operations in the object model correspond to events in the dynamic model. The

dynamic model describes the control structure of objects. It shows which decisions

depend on object values and which actions change object values.

The goal of this approach is to identify the inconsistency and/or incompleteness,

if any, between the OORS and the requirements statements. The requirements state-

ments are a high-level description of a software system in a natural language. The

OORS describes a software system's external behavior - what inputs are expected

by the software, what outputs will be generated by the software, and the details of

relationships that exist between those inputs and outputs. During the OOA, we ex-

pand the OORS using the domain knowledge and ignore redundant or unnecessary

information from the given requirements statements. Some differences may exist

between requirements statements and OORS because they are at different levels of

detail in specifying the requirements of the system. Thus, such differences should

be identified and their effects on the system are evaluated during the verification of

OORS. Our verification approach will identify the missing information in the OORS

which may be deleted as unnecessary information and the information in the OORS

which is not specified in the requirements statements. Such information may be

created from the domain knowledge or as a result of mistakes or features introduced

during the OOA.

Our verification approach can be summarized as follows:

Step 1 Produce the formal requirements specification described by a formal speci-

fication language from the derived OORS.

Step 2 Build graphical notations from the formal specification obtained in Step 1.
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Step 3 Apply the top-down and bottom-up approaches to check the completeness

and consistency between requirements statements and OORS.

The use of formal specification methods in software development enhances the

insight into and understanding of software requirements, and helps clarify the cus-

tomer's requirements by revealing or avoiding contradictions and ambiguities in the

specifications. It also enables rigorous verification of specifications and their soft-

ware implementations, and facilitates the transition from specification and design

to implementation. Thus the use of formal methods is expected to lead to increased

software quality and reliability. Moreover, early verification of specifications would

increase specification quality thereby reducing life cycle costs.

Our formal object-oriented requirements specification consists of following por-

tions:

• class name

• inheritance classes

• attributes, associations, aggregations and constraints

• methods

• dynamic behavior, i.e., state transitions

Our formal object-oriented specification language supports an abstract data type

and the inheritance mechanism in order to fully support an object-orientation. The

attributes of a class are generic with their given types as parameters. That means

that a class can serve as a template for other classes, in which the template may be

parameterized by other classes, objects, and/or methods. A generic class must be

instantiated (its parameters filled in) before objects are created. The specification
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of input and output parameters for each method in a class includes class variables

as well as local variables. The appropriate output may not be just a function of

the input, it may also be a function of the current state of the class. The dynamic

behavior of an object is described by state transitions. This naturally follows from

the fact that every state transition is triggered by an event and in turn changes the

state of at least one instance.

However, the notation and the conceptual grammar of formal specification lan-

guages require familiarity with discrete mathematics and symbolic logic which most

practicing software engineers, designers, and implementors do not currently have.

Most software engineers have not been trained in techniques required to develop for-

mal software specifications, and their inexperience in these techniques makes formal

specification development difficult. Non-formal methods exist for the development

of object-oriented systems [65]. Attempts to enhance these with mathematical se-

mantics and reasoning techniques have been made [66], which could potentially lead

to formal specification techniques supported by diagrammatic notations. I believe

that such an integration of formal and informal notations is an essential support for

development and validation of specifications, particularly at the domain and system

analysis stage.

In this approach to be presented here, there are three different graphical repre-

sentations derived from formal specification: the inheritance graph, the information

tree and the transition trace table. The inheritance graph contains only classes and

represents the inheritance relationships among classes. It is not a tree, but a graph

to support multiple inheritance. Information tree describes the static characteris-

tics of classes and relationships among classes. It represents the classes, associations

between classes, their methods and attributes. The transition trace table describes

the dynamic behavior of each class. It is an ordered list of events between different
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objects assigned to columns in a table. I assign a separate column to each object.

By scanning a particular column in the trace, we can see the events that directly

affect a particular object.

Finally, I check the completeness and consistency between requirements spec-

ification which is depicted in the graphical notations, such as inheritance graph,

information tree and transition trace table, and requirements statements given by

clients. I apply two different approaches: top-down and bottom-up. In the top-down

approach, I identify each statement in the requirements statements and the corre-

sponding information from the graphical notations, and then compare two different

representations. In the bottom-up approach, I identify each item of information in

the graphical notations derived from the OORS and compare it with a statement

in the requirements statements. That is, for each statement in the requirements

statements, I check the consistency by comparing it with information in the graph-

ical representations and I also check the consistency by looking for the statement

in the requirements statements which has the same meaning for each piece of infor-

mation in the graphical representations. I verify the completeness by checking all

statements in the requirements statements and all information from the OORS.

In the following chapters, I will discuss each step of our requirements verification

approach in more detail.
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FORMAL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

Formal requirements specification is a specification expressed in a language

whose vocabulary, syntax, and semantics are formally defined, and which has a

mathematical basis, usually in formal logic [67]. As previously mentioned, the

use of formal specification methods in software development enhances the insight

into and understanding of software requirements, and helps clarify the customer's

requirements by revealing or avoiding contradictions and ambiguities in the spec-

ifications. It also enables rigorous verification of specifications and their software

implementations, and facilitates the transition from specification and design to im-

plementation. Thus the use of formal methods is expected to lead to increased

software quality and reliability. Moreover, early verification of specifications would

increase specification quality thereby reducing life cycle costs.

As formal specifications can be analyzed using mathematical operators, math-

ematical proof procedures can be used to test and prove internal consistency and

syntactic correctness of specifications. Furthermore, the completeness of the speci-

fications can be checked in the sense that all enumerated options and elements have

been specified. The formal proof procedures can also be used to verify if a design

or its implementation satisfies its antecedent specifications.

The concern of the object-oriented development approach is to create general-

ized, adaptable and re-usable systems. This is consistent with the aim of formal

specification to create abstract functional specifications of a system, in a form which

enables formal verification and which supports validation. The object-oriented spec-

ification languages allow explicit encapsulation of state and associated methods into

40
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a class, and hence extend the amount of specification information which can be for-

mally represented, rather than informally in textual annotations. In addition, they

support compartmentalization of proofs, since only properties of classes used di-

rectly or indirectly in a given class will be relevant for the proving of properties

about that class. Some aspects of object orientation, such as message passing as

the paradigm for communication between objects, will not be directly relevant to

a specification language, since one of the purposes of a specification language is

to abstract away from possible implementations in order to gain generality and

re-usability, in addition to clarity of expression.

In this chapter, I will explain the ambiguity problems in the requirements state-

ments, our formal object-oriented requirements specification language and proce-

dure for producing formal specification from the OORS.

4.1 Ambiguities in the Requirements Statements

4.1.1 Definition of Ambiguity

A software requirements specification is unambiguous if and only if every require-

ment stated therein has only one interpretation [68]. As a minimum, this requires

that each characteristic of the final product be described using a single unique term.

Or, in cases where a term used in a particular context could have multiple meanings,

the term must be included in a glossary where its meaning is made more specific.

Natural Language Pitfalls

Requirements are often written in a natural language (for example, English).

Software requirements specification writers who use a natural language must be

especially careful to review their requirements for ambiguity [69]. The followings

are examples:
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1. The specification The data set will contain an end offile character, might read

as

(a) There will be one and only one end of file character.

(b) Some character will be designated as an end of file character.

(c) There will be at least one end of file character.

2. The specification The control total is taken from the last record, might be read

as

(a) The control total is taken from the record at the end of the file.

(b) The control total is taken from the latest record.

(c) The control total is taken from the previous record.

3. The specification All customers have the same control field, might be read as

(a) All customers have the same value in their control field.

(b) All customer control fields have the same format.

(c) One control field is issued for all customers.

4. The specification All files are controlled by a file control block, might read as

(a) One control block controls the entire set of files.

(b) Each file has its own block.

(c) Each file is controlled by a control block, but one control block might

control more than one file.
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4.1.2 Sources of Ambiguity in Requirements

Whenever we use tools that ignore the human aspect, we describe requirements

imperfectly and create ambiguities. Ambiguities, in turn, lead to diverse interpreta-

tions of the same requirement. I will first discuss some of the ambiguity encountered

in the requirements.

The source of ambiguities in requirements statements are missing requirements,

ambiguous words and introduced elements [70]. For instance, igloo, castle and space

station are three rather different structures built in response to the same ambiguous

requirements statements:

Create a means for protecting a small group of human beings from the hostile ele-

ments of their environment.

Examining the differences among the solutions, we find clues to some of the

ambiguity in the requirements.

1. Sometimes requirements are missing. For instance, there is no requirement

concerning properties of materials, such as local availability, durability, or

cost. Thus, it's not surprising the three solutions differ widely in their use

of materials. The requirements statement is equally ambiguous as to the

structure, or how the building materials will be assembled. We don't know the

desired size, shape, weight, or longevity of the structure. Little is said or even

implied about what functions will be performed inside these structures, leaving

open the question of specific functional elements, such as stoves, servant's

quarters, beds, and ballrooms. Nothing is said about the physical environment,

either internal or external. The structure could reside on land, sea, or in the

air, on an ice park, or even in outer space. Then, too, we know nothing about

the specific hostilities from which we are to protect the inhabitants. What
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about the social and cultural environment? Is this small group of human

beings a family unit, and if so, just what constitutes a family unit in this

particular culture? Perhaps it is a working group, such as hunters or petroleum

engineers, or possibly a recreational group, such as poker players or square

dancers.

2. Even when requirements are stated explicitly, they may use ambiguous words.

For instance, the word "small" does not adequately specify the size of the

group. Beware of comparative words, like "small" or "inexpensive", in re-

quirements statements. A group of 25,000 would be "small" if we're talking

about football fans at a University of Florida home game, where a new foot-

ball stadium could fulfill the stated requirements. Another dangerous word

in the requirements statement is "group" , which implies that the people will

interact, somehow, but it's not clear how. Designing a structure for one group

would be quite different from designing for an other. Even the term "struc-

ture" carries a load of ambiguity. Some readers would infer that "structure"

means something hard, durable, solid, opaque, and possibly heavy. If we un-

consciously accept that inference, we subliminally conclude the problem is

to be solved with traditional building materials, thus limiting the range of

possible effective designs.

3. Of course, we can guard against ambiguous words by carefully exploring al-

ternative meanings for each word in the requirements statement, but that

won't protect us from another problem. The term "structure" never actually

appeared in the requirements statement, but somehow slipped into our discus-

sion without our noticing. The requirements statement actually says "create

a means", not "design a structure". Some requirements ambiguities are so
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obvious that they would be resolved in the casual designer-client conversa-

tions long before the actual design process began. More subtle ambiguities,

however, may be resolved unconsciously in the designer's mind. In this case,

an innovative, but nonstructural, "means" of protecting a small group might

be overlooked. For instance, the designer might

1) protect against rain by electrostatically charging the raindrops and re-

pelling them with electrical fields.

2) protect against belligerent crowds by supplying aphorisms, such as "Sticks

and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me", or "I

may have to respond to what other people do, but they don't define me".

3) protect against winter by moving south, and against summer by moving

north.

4.1.3 Cost of Ambiguitv

Billions of dollars are squandered each year building products that don't meet

requirements, mostly because the requirements were never clearly understood. For

instance, Boehm [71] analyzed sixty-three software development projects by various

firms, including IBM, GTE, and TRW and determined the ranges in cost for errors

created by false assumptions in the requirements phase but not detected until later

phases. (See Table 4.1.)

Although Table 4.1 vividly shows the importance of detecting ambiguities in re-

quirements. First of all, Boehm studied only projects that were completed, but some

observers have estimated that approximately one-third of large software projects are

never completed. Much of the enormous loss from these aborted projects can be

attributed to poor requirements definition.
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Table 4.1. Relative cost to fix an error.

Phase in which found Cost ratio

Requirements 1

Design 3-6

Coding 10

Development testing 15-40

Acceptance testing 30-70

Operation 40-1000

4.1.4 Existing Methods Solving Ambiguities in Requirements

Formal Requirements Specifications Languages

One way to avoid the ambiguity inherent in natural language is to write the

requirements specification in a formal requirements specification language. Formal

specification techniques are generally beneficial because a formal language makes

specifications more concise and explicit. These techniques help us acquire greater

insights into the system design, dispel ambiguities, maintain abstraction levels, and

determine both our approach to the problem as well as its implementation.

• One major advantage in the use of such languages is the reduction of ambigu-

ity. This occurs, in part, because the formal language processors automatically

detect many lexical, syntactic, and semantic errors.

• One major disadvantage in the use of such languages is the length of time

required to learn them.

Rapid Prototyping

Prototyping is the technique of constructing a partial implementation of a sys-

tem so that customers, users, or developers can learn more about a problem or a

solution to that problem [68]. It is a partial implementation because if it were a full
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implementation, it would be the system, not a prototype of it. The purpose of the

partial implementation is a fundamental part of the definition and differentiates a

prototype from a subset. A subset is also a partial implementation; however, the

purpose of a subset is to provide early functionality, whereas the purpose of the pro-

totype is to learn something. Thus a prototype could be a subset, and vice versa,

but they are not the same.

There are two kinds of prototyping - rapid and evolutionary. In the rapid ap-

proach [72, 73, 74], the prototype software is constructed in order to learn more

about the problem or its solution and is usually discarded after the desired knowl-

edge is gained. In the evolutionary approach [75, 76, 77, 78], the prototype is also

constructed in order to learn more about the problem or its solution, but once

the prototype has been used and the requisite knowledge gained, the prototype is

adapted to reflect the better understanding of the clients' needs. The cycle is then

repeated indefinitely until the prototype system satisfies all needs and has thus

evolved into the real system.

A rapid prototype can be built during any synthesis phase in the software life

cycle. During the requirements phase, a quick-and-dirty rapid prototype can be

constructed and given to a potential user or customer in order to (1) determine

the feasibility of a requirement, (2) validate that a particular function is really

necessary, (3) uncover missing requirements, or (4) determine the viability of a user

interface. It is one way to avoid the ambiguity inherent in natural language. The

prototype should be quick-and-dirty. Its development should be quick because its

advantage exists only if results from its use are available in a timely fashion. It

should be dirty because there is no justification for building quality into a product

that will be discarded. The common scenario for a rapid requirements prototype

calls for (1) writing a preliminary SRS, (2) implementing the prototype based on
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those requirements, (3) achieving user experience with the prototype, (4) writing

the real SRS and then, (5) developing the real product.

4.2 Formal Object-Oriented Requirements Specification Language

Object-oriented software development and formal methods support each other

[79]. The complexity of the software that object-oriented methods are built for re-

quires rigorous methods to meet the stringent quality criteria. Formal methods offer

this kind of rigor. Conversely, formal software development methods may only be

successful when they include appropriate support for traditional software engineer-

ing principles, as modularity and reuse. Object-orientation is the most advanced

approach in this direction. Our formal object-oriented requirements specification

language is a specification language which combines formal methods and object-

orientation.

A formal object-oriented specification language used to describe OORS must

have the following characteristics:

• It must support an abstract data type. That is, a class represents an abstract

data type.

• It must support the inheritance mechanism. In order to fully support an

object-orientation, it can specify the inheritance relationship between the

classes. It allows single and multiple inheritances. Multiple inheritance per-

mits a cleiss to have more than one superclass and to inherit features from all

the parents. This permits mixing of information from two or more sources.

The advantages of multiple inheritance are greater power in specifying classes

and an increased opportunity for reuse. For instance, if we write

class spec C is . . . inherits D
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we mean the operation "add all features of D to the features of C". These

features comprise attributes and methods.

• The attributes of a class must be generic with their given types as parameters.

That means that a class can serve as a template for other classes, in which the

template may be parameterized by other classes, objects, and/or methods.

A generic class must be instantiated (its parameters filled in) before objects

are created. The attribute consists of constants, variables and their types.

Attributes also are represented with constraints which restrict its value or the

range.

• The specification of input and output parameters for each method includes

class variables as well as local variables.

m:SxI^S'xO

S, S' : class variable
(
representing class state

)

/ : local variables ( for input domain
)

0 : local variables ( for output domain
)

The appropriate output may not be just a function of the input; it may also

be a function of the current state of the class. In other words, the method

(m) must establish a complete mapping from the cross product of the input

domain (/) and state domain (S) into the cross product of the output domain

(O) and the state domain (5") (that is, S x 1 1—> S' x 0).

The formal specification language I use for describing OORS is an extension

of that by Breu [80]. In order to support parameterized classes, I extend the at-

tributes portion [80] with genericity features. The specification of input and output
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parameters for each method includes a class variable to represent the class state. It

also combines state transition specifications and object-oriented specifications, such

as classes.

The OORS Spec[Sys] of a software system Sys can be described by the speci-

fication Spec[Ci\ of classes C,-, i = 1, 2, • • • , n. Let a software system Sys consist of

classes C,-, i = 1, 2, • • • , n. We have

Spec[Sys] = Spec[Ci, C2, . .
. ,
C„]

= Spec[Ci] + Spec[C2] + ... + Spec[Cn]

A class specification Spec[Ci] is defined as follows:

class spec C, is

inherits /i,/2,...,//

attributes Ai, A2, . . . Am

methods Mi,M2,...,Mp

axioms TuT2,...,Tg

end class spec

where

Ci,l < i < n represents the name of a class,

^i) 1 ^ * < ' represents the name of a superclass.

^t, I < i < m represents the attribute variable and its type, and the rela-

tionship variable which describes an association or aggregation between

the classes.

< i < p represents the name of a method, its type of parameters and

operation of its method, create method is also involved.
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Ti, I <i < q represents the state transitions based on the dynamic behavior

showing the events the object receives and sends.

Our formal specification language uses an state transition specification to de-

scribe the behavior of the system. The axioms portion in the class specification

represent the state transition specification axiomatically. The state transition spec-

ification describes the change of states, including the input that triggers the transi-

tion and the output with which the system responds. In response to an input, the

system generates an output and changes state. Both the output (0) and the next

state (Sn) are purely fimctions of the current state (Sc) and the input (/). Thus

SN = FiScJ)

O^G{Sc,I).

Each transition may have a guard which is a predicate. When the guard is true,

the transition is said to be enabled for them. When the guard is false, its operation

is delayed until it is true. The guard is given after the keyword when.

4.3 Producing Formal Specification from QOA

In this section I will give the way that analysis models formulated in 00

A

technique can be mapped into formal object-oriented specifications. Our formal

object-oriented specification language which is illustrated in the above section will

be used as the formal language.

4.3.1 HandHng Ambiguities

I have studied the methodology to check the testabihty of requirements specifi-

cation (that is, object and dynamic models) during the transformation of require-

ments specification into formal requirements specification to ensure that there are

no ambiguities in the requirements specification. The requirements specification are
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testable if and only if there exists some finite cost-effective process with which a

person or machine can check that the requirements specification meet the require-

ments [69]. Testable requirements specification are those which are specific and

unambiguous, with a clearly identifiable result when they are met. For instance,

we specify that accuracy should be "within ±1" rather than "sufficient to meet

mission requirements" in a testable requirements specification.

Our formal requirements specification language consists of following portions:

• class name

• inheritance classes

• attributes and constraints

• relationships, such as associations and aggregations

• methods

• dynamic behavior

When I transform the requirements specification to formal specification, I check

the testability of each piece of information in the requirements specification to ensure

that there are no ambiguities in the requirements specification. The class name and

inheritance class portions of our formal language are obvious because all objects

have an identity and are distinguishable. The attribute and constraint portions

have a high possibility of ambiguities because they represent the characteristics

desired by the client and are thought of as adjectives or adverbs in the requirements

statements. When I transform the values of attributes of a class to the attribute

variables of formal specification, I check whether the information is testable or

not. That is, I check that the information is represented by measurable quantities.
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not unclear words. The relationships between classes may also have ambiguities

because the relationships, such as associations and aggregations between classes,

represent the structures of a system and are thought of as verbs or verb phrases in

the requirements statements. When I transform the relationships to the association

or aggregation variables at the attributes portion of formal specification, I check

that the relationship is clear, that is, whether it has multiple interpretations or

not. Because the method portions represent the method name and its domain and

range types, it does not have any ambiguities. The dynamic behavior portions have

ambiguities because these portions can be generated with user's desire, domain

knowledge and designer's mind. Every state transition changes the state of at least

one instance and is triggered by an event. When I transform a transition in the

dynamic model into a transition based formal language, I check the source of state

alternation as identifying the input event that causes the transition and the object

which requests the input event.

4.3.2 FormaHzing Object Model Notation

Each component of OOA object model notation will be considered in turn, to-

gether with the choices that exist for their formalization.

Objects and Classes

All objects in an object model are identified and are distinguished whether it

is active or passive. The active object is an object which can initiate a process by

invoking a method or methods. The passive object is an object which ha^ methods

which must be invoked by the request of another object(s).
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Attributes

An attribute is a data value held by the objects in a class [8]. Name, age, and

weight are attributes of Person objects. Each attribute has a value for each object

instance. For example, the attribute age has the value "33" in the object Keunhyuk

Yeom. Different object instances may have the same or different values for a given

attribute. Each attribute name is unique within a class. The attributes of a class

C in an object model become attributes of the formal object class C expressing

this class. I define the appropriate types for attributes. Domains which we do not

wish to detail further can be defined as generic type{s) in our formal object-oriented

specification language and refined later as needed.

Associations

An association describes a group of physical or conceptual connections between

object instances with common structure and common semantics. That is, it is a

means for establishing a relationship between object classes [8]. For example, a

person Works-for a company. All the connections in an association connect objects

from the same classes. Associations are inherently bidirectional. If we have a pair

C, D of classes, with an association r between C and D, then we form formal

specification classes for each class, C and D, involved in the association, and a class

R encapsulating a system involving a set of instances of C and a set of instances of

D, and an attribute which is a relationship between these sets.

class spec C is

attributes

r : R

attributes of C
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end class spec

class spec D is

attributes

r : R

attributes of D

end class spec

class spec R is

attributes

r:C,D

attributes of R

end class spec

The use of generic classes could be made to express general forms of association.

For example, C and D in the above class could be replaced by the generic clciss

parameters X and Y of R.

As an example of our approach, consider a domain where I am defining entity

types House, HouseOwner and an attribute association Ownership between them

(Figure 4.1).

This situation can be formally expressed by the classes:

class spec HomeOwner is

attributes

ownership : Ownership



House

location: Location
age: Integer

HomeOwner

age: Integer

Figure 4.1. Home-ownership representation.

age : Integer

end class spec

class spec Ownership is

attributes

ownership : HomeOwner, House

startAate : Integer

end class spec

class spec House is

attributes

ownership : Ownership

location : Location

age : Integer
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end class spec

Aggregations

Aggregation is the "part-whole" or "a-part-of" relationship in which objects

representing the components of something are associated with an object representing

the entire assembly. One common example is the bill-of-materials or parts explosion

tree. Aggregations are modeled via class composition in our formal object-oriented

specification language. If we have a class C in object model which has aggregations

r and s to classes D and jE, respectively, then we simply define:

class spec C is

attributes

r : D

s : E

other attributes of C

end class spec

Constraints

Constraints are functional relationships between entities of an object model

which restrict the values those entities can assume. The term entity includes objects,

classes, attributes, and associations. Constraints are modeled by predicates limiting

the formal items corresponding to the object model items upon which the constraint

is placed. If there are constraints on the relation between two associations, then

these associations need to be represented as attributes of a single class. The same

is true of more complex examples. Constraints involving time can be translated

into temporal [58, 59] constraints of a class. For instance, the statement that "if M
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occurs, then can never occur again" is directly expressed by the temporal logic

formula

(M =^ (-iV)).

Inheritance

Inheritance is a mechanism for incremental or relative specification, whereby new

classes may be derived from one or more existing classes. Subject to certain con-

straints, the properties of inherited classes are also inherited. Inheritance therefore

is particularly significant in the effective reuse of existing specification. Our formal

object-oriented specification language supports multiple inheritance which permits

a class to have more than one superclass and to inherit features from all the par-

ents. Inheritance is modeled at the inherits portion in the formal requirements

specification.

Operations and Methods

An operation is a function or transformation that may be applied to or by objects

in a class. All objects in a class share the same operations. Each operation has a

target object as an implicit argument. The behavior of the operation depends on

the class of its target. I capture all functions and put them into the methods

portion of the formal requirements specification.

4.3.3 Formalizing Dynamic Model

Given a formal requirements specification of an OOA object model, the next

step is to formally specify how the state may change according to the OOA dynamic

models (i.e., state transition models). The dynamic model consists of multiple state

diagrams, with one state diagram for each class with important dynamic behavior,

and shows the pattern of activity for an entire system. A state diagram relates
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events and states. When an event is received, the next state depends both on

the current state and the event. A change of state caused by an event is called

a transition. The state diagram specifies the state sequence caused by an event

sequence.

The syntax and semantics of our formal requirements specification language are

explained in the above section. The axioms portions of the class specification repre-

sent the state transitions axiomatically. Our approach to modeling state transition

in formal specification is simply to specify a schema for every state transition. The

general state transition structure of our formal specification is given by the schema

Transition below.

Transition{S x I{obj) i—> S' x Oi{obji) x 02{obj2) x • • • x On{objn))

As every state transition changes the state of at least one instance, and is trig-

gered by an event, the components of every state transition schema must include:

• The state (S) being altered by the transition.

• The input event (/) that causes the transition and the object (obj) which

requests the input event.

• The state {S') after a transition.

• The output events (Oi, O2, ... and On) that are generated by the action

associated with the transition and destination objects {obji, obj2i ... and

objn).

A transition may occur by any one of a collection of events. To allow for this

capability, a select statement is used. The select statement provides a transition

with a means for selecting from a set of alternatives. The syntax is
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E2

Transition
,

Transition 2

E3

.E.i.

...Es.

E6
D

S3

Figure 4.2. State transition diagram.

select

Transition {S x —
> S' x 0

)

Transition { S x h >
—

^ S' x 0
)

Transition ( 5 x 1

—

> S' x O
)

end select

where O is a set of output events

For instance, in Figure 4.2 the transition from a state Si is triggered by one of

two input events, Ei from class C or E2 from class D, Thus, the state transition

specification for Figure 4.2 can be described as follows:

select

Transition.1 ( Si x Ei{C)^ S2 x Ez{C)
)

Transition.1
( 5i x E2{D)^ S2 x Ez{C)

)

end select

Transition_2 ( S2 x E^{C)^ S3 x Es{D)
)
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The order of transitions describes all the sequences of methods in a system that

are concerned with time. That is, all the sequences of events that occur during the

execution of a system are represented by transitions axiomatically. For instance,

the transition from state S\ to state ^2 is performed before the transition from state

S2 to state ^3 in Figure 4.2. That is,

Transition-l {Si x Ei{C)^ ^2 x EsiC))

Transition_2 ( ^2 x E^C)^ S3 x E^iD))

4.3.4 Control Structure in the State Transition Specification

As I explained before, our formal object-oriented specification language has con-

trol structures, such as select, if-then-else, and while, to control the sequences

of state transitions.

Selection

Selection control structures allow the designer to specify that a choice is to be

made among a certain number of possible alternative transitions [81, 82]. The if-

then-else statement is an example of a selection control structure that specifies the

executions of a transition according to a boolean expression. A then and an else

alternative allows the designer to choose transitions between two control paths as a

consequence of a test.

The if-then-else statements allow nesting. Sometimes the nesting of if-then-

else statements raises an ambiguity problem. In the example

if A > 0 then if A < 100 then Ti else T2
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It is not clear whether the else branch is part of the innermost conditional ( if

A < 100 • • •
) or the outmost conditional ( if A > 0 • ). To eliminate ambiguity,

I automatically match an else branch to the closest conditional without an else.

The select statement, multiple-choice selection constructs, specifies selection

among two or more branches based on the value of a boolean expression. For

example

select

{ when ( A ) } Ti

{ when ( B ) } T2

{ when ( C ) } T3

end select

Iteration

Most useful control structures involve repetition of a number of transitions. Our

formal specification language supports condition-driven loop constructs, that is,

the repetition structures in which new iterations axe executed until the value of a

boolean expression is changed.

while B

T2

Tn

end while

The condition B is evaluated before executing the body of loop. The loop is

exited if B is false.
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If the loop is nested within other loops, exiting an inner loop may also result in

the exiting any number of enclosing loops.



CHAPTER 5

GRAPHICAL NOTATIONS

This chapter describes the graphic notations that are used to represent the

information visually from the formal requirements specification discussed in the

previous chapter.

Formal requirements specifications help to clarify what each part is supposed to

do, when the design process leads to insights which cause the change of the spec-

r ification. They also enable us to define requirements in a rigorous, unambiguous

and consistent fashion, and to prove the correctness of the final software solution.

However, in the past most effort in formal specification research has been concerned

with the development of formal notation and inference rules. Relatively little effort

has been devoted to the development of methodological and tool support. Unless

viable strategies for incorporating formal methods in the software development pro-

cess are developed, it may be difficult to attain the promise of formal methods in

real-world software development projects [83].

I developed graphic notations, such as inheritance graph, information tree and

transition trace table, to verify the OORS.

5.1 Inheritance Graph

Inheritance is an important mechanism in object-oriented software development

by which one class can be defined as a specialization of another. Here I build the

inheritance structures, looking at the inherits portion of each class specification.

64
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Figure 5.1. The structure of an inheritance graph.

5.1.1 Notation

The notation used for inheritance is a tree structure. Strictly speaking, it's not

a tree, but a graph because our object-oriented software development methodology

supports a multiple inheritance mechanism which permits a class to have more than

one superclass and to inherit features from all the parents. This graph contains only

classes and represents the inheritance relationship among them. A typical structure

of an inheritance graph is shown in Figure 5.1. A root in the inheritance graph is a

node which represents a system. Each node except the root node represents a class

labeled with its own particular name. Subclasses are represented hierarchically.

That is, the closer the node is to the root node, the higher it is on the graph. For

example, a Shape class and two subclasses Rectangle and Circle are shown in

Figure 5.2. The multiple inheritance mechanism is also shown in Figure 5.1, that

is, Class 1-2 is inherited from both Class 1 and Class 2 classes.

5.1.2 Development of the Inheritance Graph

The development of inheritance graph is relatively easy. The process for building

it uses a bottom-up approach. That is, first I identify all classes from the formal
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Figure 5.3. Inheritance graph after identifying classes.

requirements specification and make nodes for the classes as shown in Figure 5.3.

Then, I construct an inheritance graph looking at the inherits portions in the

formal requirements specification. For example, if class C has classes A and B at

the inherits portion of the formal specification for class C, then class C becomes a

child of class A and class B. Finally, each class node without any parents receives a

direct connection to the system node.

5.2 Information Tree

An information tree is a tree which describes the static characteristics of classes

and relationships between the classes. It represents the name of classes, associations

and aggregations between classes, as well as the methods and attributes of each class.
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5.2.1 Notation

I build an information tree from the formal requirements specification written

in the formal specification language. I can explore all the information in the OORS

by traversing the information tree. The root of the tree represents the system. The

system consists of classes and each class has methods. Each method has attributes

and constraints. The create method is involved in the method portions of an infor-

mation tree. It is a method by which an object is instantiated from the class because

a class describes a set of object instances of a given form. The create method also

has attributes and their constraints. The attributes of the method, create, repre-

sent the properties of an object, that is, data values held by the objects in a class.

A path in the information tree starts from the root node and traverses the tree

through the class, method, attribute and constraint nodes. A relationship between

classes represents a physical or conceptual connection between the classes. They are

represented by dashed lines, that is, the invocation of a method in another class is

represented by a dashed arrow line from the invoking class to the invoked class. The

association relationships between the classes are also represented by dashed lines

with arrows. A letter "D" between the method and the attribute nodes indicates

that the attribute is a domain of the method. A letter "R" entails that the attribute

is a range of the method. A typical structure of an information tree is shown in

Figure 5.4.

5.2.2 Development of the Information Tree

The information tree is constructed from the class name, attributes, methods

portions in the formal requirements specification. That is, the information tree

describes the static structures of the OORS. The information tree can be built as

follows.
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Figure 5.4. The structure of an information tree.
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ownership ownership

Figure 5.5. Information tree for home-ownership relationship.

1. Identify classes and their relationship from the formal requirements speci-

fication. Classes are identified from the class name in the formal require-

ments specification. I can identify the relationships between the classes from

the method invocation of a class to other classes, and associations between

them which appear at the attributes portion. For example, consider the

Home-ownership representation in Figure 4.1. I can build an information tree

representing association relationships among classes House, HouseOwner and

Ownership. The class HouseOwner has an association relationship ownership

to the class Ownership and the class Ownership has an association ownership

to the class House. The information tree is shown in Figure 5.5.

2. Identify the methods (that is, functions) for each class from the methods

portion of the formal requirements specification. Functions are the "what" of a

product, describing what the product is to accomplish. I capture all functions,

understand them, and make them children of the class in the information tree.

The create method is also involved.
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3. Identify the attributes of each method from the formal parameters of a method

in the formal requirements specification. The attributes are characteristics

which are required by the user or the client and the data values held by each

object. They are represented as the attribute variables or as the formal pa-

rameters of a method. If the attribute is an input parameter of a method, I

put a letter "D" on the edge between the method and the attribute. Similarly,

if the attribute is an output parameter of a method, then I put a "R" between

them. There may be a relationship between different attributes. Thus, dif-

ferent attributes may be interrelated and dependent. The attributes of each

method are attributes of the entire software system and the same attribute

may qualify more than one function. I also identify the attributes of a class

from the attributes portion in the formal requirements specification and put

them as the children of the create method node in an information tree. The

attributes of the create method represent the properties of an object.

4. Identify the constraints of an attribute if they exist. I identify the constraints

of attributes from the attributes portion in the formal requirements specifica-

tion. The constraints of an attribute appear between the parentheses following

an attribute variable in the formal requirements specification. For instance,

when I create a window in the window system, I can give a restriction for ratio

between width and length, that is, length: integer (0.8 < length/width

< 1.2). Constraints represent mandatory or boundary conditions placed on

the attribute. The constraints of an attribute must be satisfied in software

development in order to be real (that is, to be defined by the requirements).

For instance, if the amount of withdraw in a day is restricted to $200 in the
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Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system, the attribute cash of class ATM

has constraints "less than or equal to $200".

5.3 Transition Trace Table

I can explore all the information in the OORS by traversing the information tree.

However, the notations used in the information tree do not represent all dynamic

behavior, most of which comes from the domain knowledge. I use a transition trace

table to represent the dynamic behaviors of a system.

5.3.1 Notation

A transition trace is an ordered list of transitions between different objects as-

signed to columns in a table. This table shows each object as a vertical line and

each transition as a horizontal arrow from the sender object to the receiver object.

Time increases from top to bottom, but the spacing is irrelevant. It is only the

sequences of transitions that are shown, not their exact timing. If more than one

object of the same class participates, a separate column is assigned to each object.

By scanning a particular column in the trace, I can see the transitions that directly

affect a particular object. These transitions appear in the axioms portion of the

formal requirements specification for the object. Figure 5.6 shows state transitions

in the formal requirements specification for using a telephone line. This specification

contains transitions affecting the phone line, that is, class phone line. Figure 5.7

shows an transition trace for a phone call. Note that concurrent transitions can be

sent {Phone line sends transitions to Caller and Callee concurrently) and transitions

between objects need not alternate {Caller dials several digits in succession).
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Class Phone line

T\{Sphonei ^ callerJiftsjreceiver{Caller) i

—

* Sphone2 x dial.toneJbegins{Caller))

T2{Sphone2 X dials{3){Callcr) i

—

> Sphones X dialJone.ends{Caller))

TsiSphones X dials{9){Caller) i—^ Sphonci)

TiiSphonti X dials{2){Caller) \
—

^ Sphones)

TsiSphonei X dials{l){Caller) i—^ Sphonee)

TeiSphonee X dials{2){Caller) i—^ Sphone-i)

TjiSphoner X dials{8){Caller) i—> Sphonsi)

TsiSphones X dials{i){Caller)

I—> Sphoneg X ringingJone{Caller) x phone.rings{Callee))

Tg(Sphone9 X answers.phone{Callee)

I—> Sphoneio X tone.stops{Caller) x ringing-stops{Callee))

TiQ{Sphoneio '—^ Sphoneu X phones.connected{Caller) x phonejconnected{Callee))

Tu{Sphoneii X calleeJiangs.up[Callee)

I—> Sphonei2 X connection.broken{Caller) x connection.hroken[Callee))

TuiSphoneii X callerJiangs.up{Caller) i—» Sphone^)

Class Caller

Ti{ScaUeri '
—

^ Scaiier2 X Caller.Uftsjreceiver{Phone.line))

T2{ScaHer2 X dialJone.begins{Phone.line) \
—

> Scaiterz x dials{3){PhoneJine))

TsiScalieri X dialJone.ends{Phone.line) \
—

> Scallert x dials{9){Phone.line))

T4{Scaiieri I—> Scaiievi X dials{2){Phone .line))

aiieri
'—^ Scaiiere X dials{l)[Phone.line))

TeiScailere '—^ Scaiierj X dials{2){Phone.line))

T7{Scaiier7 '—> Scaiierg X dials{S){Phone.line))

Ts{SCaiiera '—^ Scallerg X dials[4)[PhoneJine))

TgiScalierg X ringing.tone{Phone.line) i—»• ^Ca/Zeno)

7io(5co«erio X tone.stops{phone.line) \
—

> ^Ca/Zem

)

7ii(5'co//erii X phone.connected[Phone.line) i—> 5'ca/Zeri2)

Ti2{Scaiieri2 X Connection.hroken{Phone.line)

I—^ -^Ca/Zeria X CallcrJiangs.up{PhoneJine))

Class Callee

T\{Scaiieei X phone.rings{Phone.line) i—> Scaiiee2 x answers.phone[Phone.line))

T2{Scaiiee2 X ringing.stops{Phone.line) \—^ Scaiieei)

T3{Scaliee3 X phones.connected{Phone.line)

'—^ Scaiteti X calleeJiangs.up{PhoneJine))

TjiiScaUeei X Connection.broken{Phone.line) i—>^ ^caZZeej)

Figure 5.6. State transition specification for phone call.
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Caller Phone line Callee

caller lifts receiver

phone rings
_^

_ dial tone begins^
dials(3)

dial tone ends

dials(9)

dials(2)

dials(l)

dials(2)

dials(8)
^

dials(4)

^ ringing tone

^ tone stops

^ answers phone

ringing stops ^

^ phones connected phones connected ^

connection broken

^ callee hangs up

connection broken

caller hangs up ^

1 ^

Figure 5.7. Transition trace for phone call.

5.3.2 Development of the Transition Trace Table

I built a transition trace table from the state transitions in the axioms portion of

the formal requirements specification. Each transition transmits information from

one object to another. For example, dial tone begins transmits a signal from the

phone line to the caller. As I explained before, a state transition consists of current

state, input event and object which invokes the input event, next state, and output

events and objects in which methods are invoked.

The transition trace table can be constructed follows:
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1. Identify the relevant objects. Each object is represented as a vertical line. For

example, there are three vertical lines for the objects Caller, Phone line, and

Callee for a phone call system as shown in Figure 5.7.

2. Identify initial transition. I need to identify an initial transition among the

first transitions of all objects. A start transition is a transition which has no

input event because a transition with an input event entails that it has been

triggered by an another object. After identifying an initial transition, draw a

horizontal arrow from an object which has an initial transition to the objects

which appear in the output events. Next, I move to an object which has an

output method and take the following step. For example, the first transition

of object Caller among three first transitions of objects PhoneJine, Caller,

and Callee is an initial transition of a phone call system. Next, I move to

an object PhoneJine because it is an object which has output method in the

initial transition.

3. Make a transition trace. I draw horizontal arrows from an object which ap-

pears with an input event in the formal requirements specification to a current

object and from a current object to objects which are appeared with output

events. When there is more than one output events, I draw horizontal arrows

from a current object to objects which appear with output events.

When a transition does not have an output event, I handle the next transi-

tion in the same object. When the next transition in the same object does not

have an input event, I move to the next transition instead of moving an object

which has an invoked output method. For example, caller lifts receiver is a

transition from Caller to PhoneJine and dial tone begins is a transition from

PhoneJine to Caller. Output events, ringing tone to class Caller and phone
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rings to class Callee, are concurrent transitions and I draw two horizontal lines,

from Phone line to Caller and from Phone line to Callee, simultaneously as

shown in Figure 5.7.

4. Determine the terminal transition. Among the last transitions of each object,

the final transition is that transition which does not have an output event.

For example, the last transitions of classes Phone line and Callee do not have

an output event. Hence, these two transitions can be a terminal transition.



CHAPTER 6

CHECKING THE COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY

In this chapter, I will discuss how to apply the top-down and bottom-up ap-

proaches to verify the completeness and consistency between the given requirements

statements and the OORS. The OORS is represented as graphical notations, such

as an inheritance graph, an information tree and a transition trace table. The in-

formation tree has two kinds of information, information representing operations

inside a class and information representing relationships between classes.

6.1 Top-down Approach

The top-down approach proceeds from the original requirements statements and

checks the consistency of each requirements statement with the information in the

graphical notations.

The first step in developing anything is to state the requirements. The require-

ments statements should state what is to be done, not how it is to be done. It

should be a statement of needs, not a proposal for a solution. A user manual for the

desired system is a good requirements statements. The requester indicates which

features are mandatory and which are optional, to avoid overly constraining design

decisions. The requester should avoid describing system internals, as this restricts

implementation flexibility. Performance specifications and protocols for interaction

with external systems are legitimate requirements. Software engineering standards,

such as modular construction, design for testability and provision for future exten-

sions are also proper. Many requirements statements, from individuals, companies

and government agencies, mix true requirements with design decisions. While there

76
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may sometimes be a compelling reason to require a particular computer or language,

there is rarely justification to specify the use of a particular algorithm.

Requirements statements may display a wide range of detail depending on the

application. Requirements for a conventional product, such as a payroll program or

a billing system, may have considerable detail. Requirements for a research effort in

a new area may lack many details, but presumably the research has some objective,

which should be clearly stated.

Most requirements statements are ambiguous, incomplete, or even inconsistent.

Some requirements are just plain wrong. Some requirements, although precisely

stated, have unpleasant consequences on the system behavior or impose unreason-

able implementation costs. Some requirements seem reasonable at first but, at some

later stage, do not work out as well as one would have thought. The requirements

statements are just a starting point for understanding the problem, not an im-

mutable document. The purpose of the subsequent analysis is to fully understand

the problem and its implications. There is no reason to expect that requirements

statements prepared without a full analysis will be correct. Hence, there is a gap

between requirements statements and analysis (that is, requirements specification).

First, I can identify relevant object classes from the application domain to check

the completeness and consistency between requirements statements and the result

of analysis, that is, the OORS. Objects include physical entities, such as houses, em-

ployees and machines, as well as concepts, such as trajectories, seating assignments

and payment schedules. All classes must make sense in the application domain.

Computer implementation constructs, such as linked lists and subroutines, should

be avoided. Not all classes are explicit in the requirements statement; some are

implicit in the application domain or general knowledge. Classes often correspond

to nouns.
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Any dependency between two or more classes is an association. An association

can also be a reference from one class to another. Associations often correspond to

stative verbs or verb phrases. These include physical location (e.g., next to, part of,

contained in), directed actions (e.g., drives), communication (e.g., talks to), owner-

ship (e.g., has, part of), or satisfaction of some condition (e.g., works for, married

to, manages). Aggregation is just an association with extra connotations. Most as-

sociations between three or more classes can be decomposed into binary associations

or phrased as qualified associations. For example, Cashier enters transaction for

account can be broken into Cashier enters transaction and Transaction concerns ac-

count. Bank computer processes transaction against account can be broken similarly.

ATMs communicate with central computer about transaction is really the binary as-

sociations ATMs communicate with central computer and Transaction entered on

ATM.

Attributes are properties of individual objects, such as name, weight, velocity

or color. Attributes are used to show relationships between objects. They should

not be mistaken for the objects themselves. Attributes usually correspond to nouns

followed by possessive phrases, such as "the color of the car" or "the position of

the cursor." Adjectives often represent specific enumerated attribute values, such

as red, on or expired. Unlike classes and associations, attributes are less likely to be

fully described in the requirements statements. We have drawn on our knowledge

of the application domain and the real world to find them.

For each statement in the original requirements statements, I take the following

steps.

1. Specify the statement as the relationship between objects, properties of an

object, an operation inside an object or time-dependent behaviors of a system.
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2. Find the component in the graphical notations corresponding to each require-

ments specification.

• When it is a relationship between objects, such as association, aggrega-

tion, etc., I search for the corresponding relationship represented by the

dashed lines between the class nodes in the information tree depending

on the description of the given requirements statement in the previous

step.

• When it is a property of an object, I find the object node which is specified

in the given requirement statement and search for the attribute node

which is a child node of the object.

• When it represents an operation statement, I find a path starting from

the root of the information tree and search for the corresponding class,

method, attribute and constraint if they exist.

• When it is a time-dependent dynamic behavior of a system, I search for

the corresponding events in the transition trace table which represent the

semantics of the given requirements statement.

3. Check for consistency and completeness. I compare the given requirements

statement with the information represented by its corresponding path, event

transitions, specific node, or dashed lines between the class nodes representing

the relationship for consistency checking. If I do not find the corresponding

path in the information tree, then I conclude that there is a missing function in

the OORS. If I do not find the corresponding relationship between the classes

in the information tree, then I conclude that there is a missing relationship

between the classes in the OORS. If I do not find the specific attribute node
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in the information tree, then I recognize that I missed the property of the

object during the requirements analysis phase. If I do not find the sequence

of transition events in the transition trace table, then I conclude that I missed

a part of the dynamic behaviors of the system during analysis. Also, if I find

a path or relationship in the graphical notations, but it is not equivalent to

the given statement, then I identify the discrepancies between the two.

I also verify the completeness of the OORS by repeating the above steps for all

statements in the requirements statements.

6.2 Bottom-up Approach

The bottom-up approach begins with the utilization of the graphical notations.

As was presented in the previous chapter, the graphical notations, such as the inher-

itance graph, the information tree, and the transition trace table, are constructed

after producing the formal specification.

Inheritance is a powerful abstraction for sharing similarities between the classes

while preserving their differences. Specifically, multiple inheritance may be used

to increase sharing, but only if necessary, because it increases both conceptual and

implementation complexity. In using multiple inheritance, it is often possible to

designate a primary superclass which supplies most of the inherited structure and

behavior. However, the inheritance is a result of an analysis and does not usually

appear in the requirements statements. Hence, it is difficult for us to check the

consistency between requirements statements and requirements specification.

An information tree captures the static structure of a system by showing the

objects in the system, relationship between the objects, and the attributes that

characterize each class of objects. It provides an intuitive graphic representation of
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a system and is valuable for comparing information with the original requirements

statements.

The transition trace table shows the time-dependent behavior of the system and

the objects in it. It is important for interactive systems. Sometimes the require-

ments statements describe the full interaction sequence, but most of the time the

interaction format is created by an analyst. For example, the ATM requirements

statements indicate the need to obtain transaction data from the user, but it is

vague about exactly what parameters are needed and what order to ask for them.

The requirements statements may specify needed information but leave open the

manner in which it is obtained. I use domain knowledge in the application to de-

scribe this time-dependent interactive behavior during the requirements analysis.

Therefore, a comparison of information in the transition trace table with the list of

domain knowledge is critical for uncovering any inconsistencies.

For each item of information in the graphical notations, I check its consistency

comparing the item with the original requirements statements and domain knowl-

edge. The following steps are employed in that process:

1. Construct the statement or the enumeration of the words representing infor-

mation in the graphical notations.

• I identify inheritance information in the inheritance graph.

• I identify information, such as a path from the root to a leaf node, an

attribute node representing properties of an object, or a relationship

between classes in the information tree. I make the statement or the

enumeration of the words representing each path, node, or relationship

between the classes in the information tree. Each node represents a

specific aspect of the software system I am developing. For example,
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when I construct the statement for a path from the root to a leaf node,

the root node represents the system, the class node could be a subject,

the method could be a verb, the attribute a noun, and the constraint

could be an adjective or adverb. However, sometimes I cannot make

the statement in English, but I may still make an enumeration of the

words from the class name, method name, attribute name and constraint

name. A relationship statement between classes represents a physical or

conceptual connection between classes. For example, a person works-for

a company, an ATM communicates-with a bank.

• I identify transition events between objects in the transition trace ta-

ble. I make statements representing these transition events. There are

four kinds of typical structures in the transition events shown in Fig-

ure 6.1. The transitions of Figure 6.1 show the input and output event

transitions of the object Object. In case (a), I translate these transitions

into "Oftjecii does Eventj to Object and then Object does Evento to

Objecti" In case (b), I translate it into '"''Objecti does Eventi to Object

and then Object does Evento to Object2.^^ In case (c), I translate it

into the following statements: ''''Objecti does Eventj^, Eventj^, •••to

Object.^'' In case (d), I translate these event transitions into ^''Object

does Eventoi, Evento^i •••to Objectx.''''

Check for consistency and completeness. I search for a statement in the origi-

nal requirements statements corresponding to the statement made in the pre-

vious step. If I do not find the equivalent statement in the requirements
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Object, Object Object
I

Object Object^

Event, Eventi—

^ Evento Evento
^

(a) (b)

Object Object
i

Evento,

(c) (d)

Figure 6.1. Typical structures of transitions.
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statements, I determine whether this information is from the domain knowl-

edge by checking against the domain knowledge added during OOA. If this

information is not found, I identify an inconsistency in the OORS.

I repeat the above steps for all information, such as paths from root to leaf node

in the information tree, relationships between classes from the information tree,

and the dynamic behavior of a system from the transition trace table, to verify the

completeness of the OORS.



CHAPTER 7

EXAMPLE

In this chapter, I will use a simplified automated teller machine (ATM) system

as an example to illustrate our verification approach. Our approach starts from

the given requirements statements and the OORS expressed in terms of the object

model and dynamic model generated by OOA.

The following requirements statements for an ATM network shown in Figure 7.1

serves as an example throughout the chapter:

Develop the software to support a computerized banking system with both

human cashiers and automatic teller machines (ATMs) to be shared by

a consortium of banks. Each bank has its own computer to maintain

its accounts and process transactions against them. Cashier stations

are owned by individual banks and communicate directly with their own

bank's computers. Human cashiers enter account and transaction data.

Automatic teller machines communicate with a central computer of a

consortium. An automatic teller machine accepts a cash card, inter-

acts with the user, communicates with the central computer to process

transactions, dispenses cash, and prints receipts. The system must han-

dle concurrent accesses to the same account correctly. The banks will

provide their own software for their own computers.

The object model shows the static structure of the anticipated software system

and organizes it into workable pieces. It also describes the object classes and the

relationships between them. The object diagram of the ATM system is shown in

Figure 7.2. The dynamic model shows the time-dependent behavior of the system

85
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Figure 7.1. ATM system.

and its objects. It is implemented by preparing a state diagram for each object

class with dynamic behavior showing the events the object receives and sends. For

example, the state transition diagram of the class ATM is shown in Figure 7.3.

Once I have the object model and dynamic model, I can show how to apply our

verification approach by the following steps.

7.1 Producing Formal Specification from the OORS

The first step of our verification approach is to transform the OORS into the cor-

responding formal object-oriented requirements specification. The following process

shows the transformation of the OORS expressed in terms of object and dynamic

models into our formal object-oriented requirements specification.
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Figure 7.2. The object diagram for the ATM system.

Identify All Objects

All objects in the object model are identified. For instance, in this particular

model, the object classes are ATM, Consortium, Bank, User, Account, Bank Card,

Card Authorization, Update, Transaction, Cashier, and Cashier station. Notice that

there is no ambiguity in the class name because each one is unique.
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Figure 7.3. The state diagram for class ATM.
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Specify Attributes of a Class and Their Types

The attributes of a class in an object model become the attributes of the formal

object class. For instance, an example of an ATM class attribute is cash. The

attributes of the Transaction class are kind, date-time, and amount. The formal

specification of a class ATM a.nd its attributes is represented as follows:

class spec ATM is

attributes

cash : dollars

end class spec

In this example, the attribute cash can be dollars, pounds, marks, yen, and

others. The cash itself can have multiple interpretations. But, I put dollars as a

cash type. That solved an ambiguity problem in the attribute cash of a class ATM.

Identify Association Relationships

An association is a means for establishing relationships between object classes.

For example, the class ATM axid the class Consortium has an association relation-

ship. Owns. I create formal specifications for the classes: ATM, Consortium, and

Ownership.

class spec ATM is

attributes

Owns : Ownership

attributes of ATM

end class spec
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class spec Consortium is

attributes
i

Owns : Ownership

attributes of Consortium

end class spec

class spec Ownership is

attributes

Owns : ATM, Consortium

attributes of Ownership

end class spec

If the type of attribute is a class name, it represents the relationship between

classes. There is no ambiguity in this example because the classes ATM and Con-

sortium have an association Owns and there is an Ownership relationship between

them.

Identify Aggregation Relationships

I identify aggregation relationships between classes. Aggregation is the "part-

whole" or "a-part-of" relationship. Aggregations are modeled via class composition

in our formal object-oriented specification language. For example, a class Consor-

tium has an aggregation relationship. Consists of, with the class Bank, indicating i

that the object Consortium consists of a number of Bank objects. The formal

specification is as follows:

1
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class spec Consortium is

attributes

ConsistsJOf : Bank

other attributes of Consortium

end class spec

Specify Constraints of Attributes

A constrednt restricts the values that entities can assume. Constraints are mod-

eled by predicates which impose limits on the formal items. For example, the

amount of dispensed cash is restricted "less than 200 dollars." Hence, I put the

constraint in the attribute cash of a class ATM as follows:

class spec ATM is

attributes

cash : dollars (< 200)

other attributes of ATM

end class spec

The constraint, < 200, is measurable. Hence, no ambiguity in the constraint of

the attribute cash exists.

Specify Inheritance

Inheritance is modeled at the inherits portion in the formal requirements speci-

fication. In this ATM example, the class Entry station has two subclasses, ATM a.nd
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Cashier station. That is, the class ATM a.nd the class Cashier station have a super-

class, Entry station, at the inherits portion of the formal requirements specification

of each class.

Transforming Methods into Formal Specifications

A method is a function or transformation that may be applied to or by objects in

a class. Each method has a target object as an implicit argument. A method consists

of a current class state variable, input variables, a modified class state variable, and

output variables. The input and output variables come from the dynamic model.

For instance, in this ATM example the input variable of a method request-password

is a card and the class state variable is a ATM. The class state variable {ATM) is

modified into the new class state variable, ATM', after the method request.password

is invoked. The create method is also involved in instantiating an object. The

following is the formal object-oriented requirements specification after the inherits,

attributes, and methods portions of the class ATM are formed.

class spec ATM is

inherits

Entry^tation

attributes

cash : dollars (< 200)

Owns : Ownership

methods

requestjpassword[ATM x card ATM')

verifyjoLCCount{ATM x password —> ATM')

requestJ:ind{ATM ATM')

requestMmount{ATM x kind ATM')
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processJransaction{ATM x amount —» ATM' x transactionjsuccess)

dispensejcash{ATM x transactionsuccess — ATM' x cas/i)

requestJakejcash{ATM ylTM')

requestjo.ontinuation{ATM x takejcash —> ATM')

print jreceipt{ATM x terminate —» ATM')

ejectjcard{ATM -» ATM' x care?)

displayjmainscreen{ATM —> ATM')

create{-^ ATM)

end class spec

Formalizing Dynamic Model into State Transitions

After a formal requirements specification of an object model, including the

classes, their inheritance, attributes, relationships, and methods, is formed, the

next step is to specify how the state may change according to the dynamic model.

The axioms portions of the formal requirements specification represent the state

transitions axiomatically. That is, modeling a state transition in the formal require-

ments specification simply means specifying a schema for every state transition. A

schema consists of a state being altered by the transition, an input event that causes

the transition, the object which requests the input event, the state after a transi-

tion, and output events along with their destination objects. For example, in the

formal requirements specification of the class ATM the state being altered by an

input event insert.card \s SatMi and the state after the transition is SatMi- The

output event request.password of the transition Ti in the class ATM becomes an

input event to the class User. The following is the complete formal object-oriented

requirements specification of a class ATM:

class spec ATM is
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inherits

Entry.station

attributes

cash : dollars (< 200)

Owns : Ownership

methods

request^assword{ATM x card —»• ATM')

verifyjaccount{ATM x password ATM')

requestJ(ind{ATM ATM')

requestMmount{ATM x kind —> ATM')

processJransaction{ATM x amount —* ATM' x transactionsuccess)

dispense-cash{ATM x transactionjsuccess ATM' x cash)

requestJ,akejzash{ATM ATM')

requestjzontinuation{ATM x takejcash —> ATM')

print jreceipt{ATM x terminate —> ATM')

ejectjMrd{ATM ATM' x care?)

displayjnainscreen{ATM —» ATM')

create{-^ ATM)

axioms

select

7i('S'/irMi X insertjcard{User) \
—>^ Satm2 x request^assword{User))

T\{SatMi X had.password{Consortium) i—>• ^ requestjpassword{User

end select

72('5yiTM2 X enterjpassword{User) 1—^ Satm^ x verifyjaccount{Consortium))

Tz{Satm3 X account!)K[Consortium) \
—

> S'^jA/i x requestJ<;ind{User))
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Ti{Suseri '—^ 'S'j7ser2 X insert.card{ATM))
T2{Suser2 X rtqutstjpassword{ATM) i

—

> SuaeT3 x enter.password{ATM))

TsiSusers X requestJcind{ATM) i—> S'l/ier* x enterJtind{ATM))
T4{Suseu X requestjamount{ATM) i—> •S't/sers x en<er_amounf(i4rM))

Ts{Suser!, X requestdakejcashi^ATM) \

—
> Susere X takejcash{ATM))

T&{SuseT6 ^ requestjcontinuation{ATM) i—>• 5(7ser? x terminate{ATM))

T7{Suserr X requestJake.card{ATM) i—> ^j/ierg x take.card{ATM))
Ts{Susers X displayjmain^creen{ATM) i—> ^i/serg)

Figure 7.4. The axioms portion of a class User.

T4{SATMi X enterJtind{User) i—> Satm^ x requestJ3.mount{JJser))

T5{SATMt X enterjamount(User) i—v Satm^ x processJransaction{Consortium))

TeiSATMe X transaction^ucceed{Consortium) i—> SatMj x dispensejcash{User))

T-r{SATM7 '—^ 'S'yirA/g X requestJakejcash{User))

Ts{SATMt X takejcash{User) i—> S'yirMg x requestjcontinuation{User))

T9{Satm9 X terminate{User) i—> S'^tMio x printjreceipt{User))

Tio{SatMio '—
^ •S'atMii X ejectjcard{User))

TniSATMii I—^ 'S'yiTMia X requestJakejcard{User))

Ti2{SatMi2 X takejcard{User) i—>^ ^^ita/is x displayjmainjscreen{User))

end class spec

Each ^yiTMi)* = 1,2, • • •, represents a state in the dynamic model of the class

ATM. That is, S'yirMi ^ state request password, Satm^ is a state verify account,

SatMs ^ state request kind, • • •, etc. The state transition specification of the classes

User, Consortium, and Bank are shown in Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, and Figure 7.6,

respectively.
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Ti{Sconsortiumi X verifyMccount{ATM) i—> Sconsortium2 X verify.card{Bank))

T2{Sconsortium2 X bank.GccouTit.OK{Bank)

I

—

> Sconsortiumi X account.0K{ATM))
T3{Sconsortium3 X processJransaction{ATM)

'—>^ Sconaortiunn X process.bank.transaction{Bank))

T4{Sconsortiurrn X hankJ,ransactionjsucceed{Bank)

I—* '^Consortiums X transaction.succeed{ATM))

Figure 7.5. The axioms portion of a class Consortium.

Ti{SBanki X V crifyjcard{Consortiuvo)
'

—

^ Ssanki X hank.account.OK{Consortium))

T2{SBank2 X process.bank.transaction{ConsortiuTu)

I—> Ssanks X hank.transaction^uccted{Consortium))

Figure 7.6. The axioms portion of a class Bank.

7.2 Building the Graphical Notations

The Inheritance Graph

The inheritance graph represents the hierarchical structures among classes. First

of all, I identify all classes from the formal requirements specification, such as User,

ATM., Bank., Consortium, • • •, etc., and make a node for each class in an inheritance

graph. In order to construct a hierarchical graph, the inherits portion of each

formal requirements specification is checked for every class. In this ATM example,

an ATM class has a superclass Entry station and a Cashier station class has a

superclass Entry station. That is, a Entry station class has two children ATM a.nd

Cashier station in the inheritance graph. Now, I make a connection from root node

which represents the software system to each class node which does not have parent

nodes. Figure 7.7 shows the inheritance graph of the ATM system.
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Figure 7.7. The inheritance graph of an ATM system.

The Information Tree

Next, I build an information tree from the formal requirements specification. An

information tree is a tree which describes the static characteristics of classes and

the relationships between classes. It represents the classes, associations and aggre-

gations between classes, as well as the methods and attributes of each class. When

I build the information tree, I add information, such as object classes, methods for

each class, attributes of a method, and constraints for attributes as sequences. In

the ATM example I first identify classes and their relationships. I have classes,

such as User, ATM, Bank, Consortium, • • •, etc., and I can identify the relation-

ships between the classes. For example, the class I'M invokes methods in the class

User and conversely, the class User invokes methods in the class ATM. The classes

ATM and Consortium have an association relationship. Ownership, to each other

and the class Consortium has an aggregation relationship, Consists of, to the class

Bank. The information tree after the inclusion of information for the object classes

and their relationships is shown in Figure 7.8. Next, I identify the methods for each

class. It comes from the methods portions of the formal requirements specification.

For example, the class ^TMhas methods, such as request-password, request.amount,

dispense.cash, create, • •, etc. The information tree after including the information
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Ownership

Figure 7.8. The information tree after adding class information.

for the methods in each class is shown in Figure 7.9. I identify the attributes of

each method from the attributes portion in the formal requirements specification.

If the attribute is an input parameter of a method, I put a letter "D" on the edge

between the method and the attribute. Similarly, if the attribute is an output pa-

rameter of a method, then I put a "R" between them. For example, the method

request-password in the class ATM has an attribute, cash, as an input parameter

and the method dispense.cash has an input parameter transaction-success and an

output parameter cash. As another example, let us examine the method create. In

the class ATM, the method create has an attribute cash because it is an attribute of

the class ATM. I finally identify any constraints there might be for the attributes.

This comes from the attributes portion in the formal requirements specification.

For example, the attribute cash has an constraint "less than 200 dollars." Hence,

all cash nodes in the class >lTMhave a child node (< 200) as a constraint. That

is, I add the information for the attributes of each method and constraints for the

attributes if there are any as shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.9. The information tree after identifying methods in each class.

The Transition Trace Table

The transition trace table represents an ordered list of transitions between dif-

ferent objects. I built a transition trace table from the state transitions in the

axioms portion of the formal requirements specification. Each transition transmits

information from one object to another. First, I identify objects. Each object is

represented as a vertical line. For example, when I describe a transition trace table

for only four objects User^ ATM, Consortium, and Bank, there are four vertical

lines for the objects of an ATM system as shown in Figure 7.11. Second, I need to

identify a start transition. The start transition is that transition among the first in

each class with no input event. For example, the first transition, insert-card, of the

object User is an initial transition. I draw horizontal arrows from an object which

appears with an input event in a formal requirements specification to a current ob-

ject and from a current object to objects which appear with output events. Finally,

I decide the terminal transition. The final transition is that transition among the
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Figure 7.10. The information tree for the ATM system.

last in each class with no output event. For example, the last transition of the ATM

system with four objects, such as User, ATM, Consortium, and Bank, is a transition

display-mainscreen from the object ATM to User. The transition trace table for

the ATM system with four objects is shown in Figure 7.11.



User ATM Consortium Bank

insert card

request password

enter password

request kind

enter kind

request amount

enter amount

verify account

account OK

process transaction

transaction succeed

verify card with bank

bank account OK

process bank transaction

ibank transaction succeed
i"«

.Request continuation

dispense cash

request take cash

take cash

termmate

print receipt

eject card

request take card

take card

display main screen

Figure 7.11. Transition trace table for the ATM system.
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7.3 Checking the Completeness and Consistency

7.3.1 Top-down Approach

For each statement in the given requirements statements, I apply the top-down

approach. Consider the example: ATM dispenses cash.

1. This statement is classified as an operation statement in an object ATM.

2. The corresponding path of this statement in the information tree is identified

by selecting nodes, such as ATM, dispense.cash, cash, and < 200 as shown

with arrows in Figure 7.10.

3. I compare this path and the statement for the consistency. The result reveals

an inconsistency, < 200, in the OORS.

7.3.2 Bottom-up Approach

I apply the bottom-up approach as follows:

Consider the path in the information tree, ATM, dispense.cash, cash, and less

than or equal to $200, as an example.

1. I make the statement or the enumeration of words for that path as follows:

ATM dispenses cash (less than or equal to $200).

2. I search for a statement in the requirements statements that matches with

the information represented by that path. I find the statement in original

requirements statement, "ATM dispenses cash". I determine that less than

or equal to $200 is from the domain knowledge or a mistake made during the

OOA. Comparing it with the domain knowledge added during the OOA, I

find that "less than or equal to $200" is from the domain knowledge.



CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSIONS

I have developed an effective verification approach to the requirements specifi-

cation generated during OOA. In this dissertation, I have presented (a) the formal

object-oriented requirements specification language and its transformation proce-

dure from the object-oriented requirements specification resulting from analysis,

(b) the graphical notations for user-friendly representations and their transforma-

tion procedures, and (c) the approach for checking the consistency and completeness

between the object-oriented requirements specification described by graphical no-

tations and the original requirements statements given by clients.

I have developed a formal object-oriented requirements specification language

in which the object-oriented concept is incorporated into a transition based formal

specification without sacrificing the advantages of either. The object-oriented re-

quirements specification is given by object and dynamic models. Ambiguities in

the requirements statements may lead to different interpretations of the software

system, thus making verification more difficult. All ambiguities in the requirements

statements in a natural language have been solved during OOA by communicating

with the user or using domain knowledge. In the verification, we ensure that the

requirements specification has no ambiguity and is complete and consistent with

the original requirements statements. One way to avoid the ambiguity inherent in

natural language is to write the requirements specification in a formal requirements

specification language. To do this, I identify the source of ambiguities in require-

ments statements and check the testability of the requirements specification (that

is, the object and dynamic models) during the transformation of the requirements

103
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specification to formal requirements specification. Testable requirements specifica-

tion is specific and unambiguous. When I transform the requirements specification

to formal specification, I check the testability of each piece of information in the re-

quirements specification to ensure that there are no ambiguities in the requirements

specification. Transformation procedures which ensure that there is an exact trans-

lation from the object-oriented requirements specification to formal requirements

specification have also been developed.

I have developed graphical notations for representing the object-oriented require-

ments specification pictorially. By representing the object-oriented requirements

specification as graphical notations, it becomes easy for the software developer to

understand and check the requirements specification, and it is simpler to visual-

ize the structure of the software system under development. I have made three

different graphical representations from the formal requirements specification: the

inheritance graph, the information tree and the transition trace table. The in-

heritance graph contains only cla,sses and represents the inheritance relationships

among classes. The notation used for inheritance is a tree structure. Strictly speak-

ing, it's not a tree, but a graph designed to support multiple inheritance because our

object-oriented software development methodology supports multiple inheritance.

An information tree is a tree which describes the static characteristics of classes and

relationships between those classes. It represents the classes, associations and ag-

gregations between the classes, as well as the methods and attributes of each class. I

have developed a procedure for building graphical notations from the formal require-

ments specification. I can explore information in the object-oriented requirements

specification by traversing the information tree. However, the notations used in

the information tree do not represent all dynamic behavior, most of which comes

from the domain knowledge. I use a transition trace table to represent the dynamic
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behaviors of a system. The transition trace is an ordered list of transitions between

different objects assigned to columns in a table. By scanning a particular column

in the trace, we can see the transitions that directly affect a particular object.

I have developed a two-way verification approach in which top-down and bottom-

up approaches are used. The top-down approach proceeds from the original require-

ments statements and checks the consistency of each requirements statement with

the information in the graphical notations. I specify the original requirements state-

ment as the relationship between objects, properties of an object, an operation inside

an object, or a time-dependent behavior of a system. Then, I find the component

in the graphical notations corresponding to each requirements specification. The

bottom-up approach begins with the graphical notations. I check the consistency

of information in the graphical notations by comparing them with the original re-

quirements statements. I repeat the above steps for all information to verify the

completeness of the object-oriented requirements specification.

Considering that many errors in software stem from errors in the requirements

statements, our approach can contribute to the reduction of software development

cost by identifying the potential problems at the requirements analysis phase of the

software development cycle. Our approach can also be easily automated because I

can systematically compare the requirements statements with the object-oriented

requirements specification through a series of steps so that the results of the re-

quirements verification can be quickly made available to the software developers.

The graphical notations are built to organize the information so that requirements

verification can be systematically performed without increasing the complexity of

the problem.

An important area of future research will be the development of software tools

and environments to support our approach. Specially, priority should be given to
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the development of means for automatically transforming the OORS into formal

specification and for graphically representing the inheritance graph, information

tree and transition trace table.

Another important issue in the verification of software development is design

verification. In the requirements verification, I verify the completeness and con-

sistency between requirements statements and requirements specification. In the

design verification, I extend our approach with more specific design issues, such as

concurrency, communication, and deadlock in software development for distributed

computing systems. Software design is critical in terms of the quality and reliability

of the final product. It may be possible to produce a poor implementation from

a good design, but it is seldom possible to produce a good implementation from a

poor design.



APPENDIX
FORMAL SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE SYNTAX

class-spec-system

class-spec

class-spec-exp

inherited^classes

attributes

methods

axioms

inherited-class

attribute

method

axiom

Transitions

Transition

output-events

output-event

attribute-Variable

attribute-type

constraint

method-name

input-types

input-type

output-types

output-type

class-spec { classspec }
*

class spec classspec-id is classspec-exp end class spec

inherits inherited-classes

attributes attributes

methods methods

axioms axioms

inherited-class {, inherited-class }
*

attribute attributes

I

attribute

method methods

I

method

axiom axioms

I

axiom

class-spec-id

attribute-Variable : attribute-type { ( constraint
) }

method-name
(
input-types output-types

)

select Transitions end select

I

if relationaLexp then Transition else Transition

I

while relationaLexp Transitions

I

Transition

Transition Transitions

I

Transition

when
(
relationaLexp ) transition ( current-state

X input-event
(
object-name )

—» modifiedstate x output-events
)

I

transition ( current-state x input-event
(
object-name

)

modifiedstate x output-events
)

output-event { x output-event }
*

output-event-name
(
object-name

)

identifier

class-spec-id
\
identifier

relationaLexp relationaLop relationaLexp

identifier

class-spec-id { x input-type }
*

class-spec-id
\

identifier

class-spec-id { x output-type }
*

class-spec-id
\
identifier
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current.state —

>

identifier

modified-state —¥ identifier

input-event identifier

output.event.name identifier

ohject.name —> identifier

relationaLexp relationaLexp add.op multi.exp

1

multi.exp

multi.exp -> multi.exp multi.op express
\

express

express —> identifier
|
numbers

\

numbers digit { digit }
*

digit —> 0|1|2|3|4|5I6|7|8
relationaLop <

1
<

1
>

1
>

1

= |! =
add.op +

1

-

multi.op *
1 /J

%
class-specJd identifier
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